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ABSTRACT
Miller, Jacob K. PhD, Purdue University, December 2016. The Thermomechanical
Response of Composite Energetic Materials under High- and Low-Frequency Me-
chanical Excitations. Major Professor: Jeffrey F. Rhoads, School of Mechanical
Engineering.
The preferential generation of heat within hidden explosive materials would be
highly valuable to currently-existing explosives detection technologies, due to the
associated increase in vapor pressure and thus concentration of detectable vapors.
In this work, the thermomechanics of plastic-bonded explosives, propellants, and
surrogates thereof are investigated due to their widespread adoption in improvised
explosive devices. These classes of material consist of energetic crystals held within
an inert plastic binding material. Understanding the composite nature of the mate-
rial, two methods of heat generation are investigated: low-frequency excitation with
wavelengths on the structural-scale and ultrasonic excitation with wavelengths on the
crystal-scale.
It is observed that direct, electrodynamic shaker-produced excitation at structural
resonances of the bulk explosive structure leads to viscoelastic-like heating, with re-
sults in good agreement with classical viscoelastic theory in both beam and plate
geometries. In this case, scanning laser Doppler vibrometry and infrared thermogra-
phy were employed to capture the mechanical and thermal response of the structures,
respectively. Typically, this type of heating was seen to induce a 2 ◦C surface tem-
perature rise over 60 min with 2 g of base excitation. Further related work included
the development of an experimental methodology to determine the wavespeeds of
common binder materials.
Excitation at ultrasonic frequencies was investigated first in fully-loaded energetic
composites, revealing the possibility of heat generation in response to direct ultrasonic
xvi
stimulus. In this frequency regime incident energy is expected to interact not with
the bulk structure but with the individual crystals of the plastic-bonded explosive.
Further studies involved the creation of unique single-crystal samples excited with
piezoelectric ultrasonic patch transducers. This method elicited very strong heating
after just 2 s, up to approximately 10 ◦C and larger. In certain cases, chemical de-
composition of energetic crystals has occurred as a result of this heating. To compare
between samples, a 1-dimensional semi-infinite thermal model was fit to the tran-
sient surface temperature profiles to estimate the heat generation strength and source
depth. Crystalline inclusions were observed to generate significantly more heat than
spherical inclusions, with no significant dependency on energetic content. Further
studies suggest that more irregular crystals exhibit a greater probability of exhibiting
significant heating. Finally, initial work on high solids loading ‘particles-of-particles’
is discussed, highlighting a possible link between solids loading and susceptibility to
chemical decomposition in response to ultrasonic stimuli.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The detection of explosives is of critical importance for both the security and
defense sectors. Notably, improvised explosive devices (IEDs) comprise one of the
largest threats to US and NATO forces today. As explained by the Joint IED Defeat
Organization (JIEDDO) [1], such weapons rose to prominence during the Iraq War
mainly due to their ease of preparation and vast psychological impact, and remain
popular today. The continued prevalence of IED attacks has spurred funding for a
broad variety of detection technologies. However, no broadly-applicable detection
method has yet been developed for a myriad of reasons. The first, and most challeng-
ing, complication is that explosives comprise a very large cross-section of chemical
compounds. These include aromatics and aliphatics, inorganics, and oxidizers, all of
which feature a broad variety of sub-classes and chemical signatures. As an exam-
ple of this difficulty, while many explosive detection methods target nitro- groups,
peroxide-based explosives have recently become prevalent [2], necessitating different
detection techniques. In addition to this, many common explosives are composites of
multiple energetic materials. Finding representative materials for sensor validation
is an extremely difficult task, and no one method can be expected to be effective
across all formulations. In addition, standoff detection is often required for practi-
cal reasons. While in an airport security scenario it is easy to imagine direct access
to the material in question, this is often impossible in the case of IED detection in
the field. The approximate location of an IED will also be unknown, putting a high
value on very sensitive standoff methods. Explosives are often wrapped in plastic
and shielded by metal, dramatically decreasing the local concentrations of detectable
vapor and blocking many forms of incident interrogation. The combination of these
factors presents a significant challenge in the effective detection of explosive materi-
als. The present work seeks to assist current explosive detection methods through the
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elevation of the local vapor pressures of target materials. This effect is implemented
by an elevation of internal temperature, brought about by mechanical excitation. To
understand the benefits of the present work, an overview of promising detection meth-
ods is presented here to provide the reader some detail on the issues and capabilities
of existing technologies.
1.1 Brief Review of Current Explosives Detection Technology
The broad topic of explosives detection has been extensively cataloged [3–6], and
is merely summarized here. Due to the complications associated with explosives de-
tection as detailed above, the application of numerous detection technologies is often
necessary. It will become clear, however, that many technologies can directly benefit
from an increase in local vapor pressure. Current methods for explosives detection
can be largely lumped into three major functional categories: contact residue, stand-
off residue, and trace vapor methods. Table 1.1 presents a summary of the methods
described herein, and offers some comparison between the methods with respect to a
variety of common metrics.
1.1.1 Contact Residue Methods
Due to the very low vapor pressures of common explosives [3, 7], many recent
detection methods instead target residue from energetic materials. Residue can be
defined as trace amounts of target material, usually generated during production,
which is distinct from the bulk explosive device itself. Such residue may be present
on the hands or personal effects of a bomb maker as well as on the outside of the
packaging of the device itself [8]. Of course, any method targeting surface residue
intrinsically requires the presence of this explosive contamination which may not
occur in all cases. The appearance of such residue patterns is highly dependent on
the preparatory care taken by the perpetrator. Obviously, contact residue methods
are not applicable in the detection of IEDs, but are presented for completeness.
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Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is a very mature method applicable to both con-
tact or vapor analysis. In this method, a vaporized sample of a target material is
passed through an electric field which affects the motion of ions. From an analysis
of the time required to navigate a set distance, the chemical species may be pre-
dicted. This technique is already in use (in the form of the interrogation of residue
wipes) at major airports, and has been shown to be effective in the rapid detection of
trace amounts of certain explosives [9]. The technique, however, loses accuracy when
applied to composite materials.
Mass Spectrometry (MS) is the one of the most celebrated and widely employed
explosives detection techniques. In concept, mass spectrometry senses the mass to
charge ratio of ions through the sensing of tangential or normal accelerations induced
by magnetic or electrical fields. More complex detection methodologies such as ion
traps or quadrapole have also been utilized [5]. However, mass spectrometry typically
requires significant sample processing in the form of preconcentration, vaporization,
and ionization which, in turn, leads to long sampling times. It is also comparatively
expensive, with sensing taking place under high vacuum and in the presence of highly-
accurate magnetic or electrical fields [2].
Improvements to mass spectrometry are ongoing. Significant work has targeted
novel methods to increase the concentration of detectable ions without requiring the
complex sampling associated with traditional mass spectrometry. Notably, desorp-
tion electrospray ionization (DESI) and desorption atmospheric pressure chemical
ionization (DAPCI) techniques allow for approximately 5 second analysis of trace
explosives material on an ambient surface [10, 11]. DESI requires an electrospray
of an analyte to generate secondary ions through chemical interaction with target
materials. DAPCI involves the utilization of a gaseous solvent to create ions from a
sample system through a corona discharge stimulus. These techniques have proven
highly sensitive in trials with TNT and RDX residue. Other work has attempted to
address the overall size of a mass spectrometry sensor through the use of micro-scale
technologies [12].
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1.1.2 Standoff Residue Methods
Significant advancements have been made with regard to the standoff detection
of explosive residues. This classification of methods depends, as with contact residue
methods, primarily on the direct visibility of explosive residue. In contrast, how-
ever, these methods attempt to visualize the residue from afar. The most popular
technique, Raman spectroscopy, provides a molecular frequency response of a target
material through the inelastic scattering of an incident laser beam. Standoff distances
of up to 55 m have been realized experimentally [13, 14]. However, this technique is
often difficult to apply to composite systems, with the Raman signals from binders
or background materials complicating effective detection. Despite this, the technique
has been successfully applied to the detection of TNT-based land mines in realistic
enviroments [15].
Terahertz imaging is an especially promising option, allowing for the standoff ob-
servation of molecular vibrations. The method is also relatively fast (< 1 s detection
time), and has been experimentally verified in a simulated package inspection environ-
ment [16]. This method can, however, be largely defeated by metallic shielding [17].
In laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) a laser is utilized to vaporize a
target residue, releasing a plume of plasma which may be chromatically analyzed for
chemical species. This technique works over long distances, is incredibly fast, and
requires no sample preparation. However, a laser of sufficient power to vaporize a
residue may accidentally initiate an explosive [18]. In addition, it may be difficult
to differentiate between the chemical composition of the target residue and that of
the background. For instance, one may expect that high nitrogen content would
indicate an explosive, but similar readings may be generated from ambient nitrogen
in the surrounding air. Double-pulsed techniques may alleviate this concern somewhat
through the vaporization of surrounding air [19], but contamination from other sources
remains a key issue.
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1.1.3 Trace Vapor Methods
Trace vapor detection is perhaps the most important area of research, lacking
the drawbacks of residue detection described above. In these technologies the chem-
ical composition of vapors from the bulk explosive itself are detected, but success is
highly dependent on the proximity to the target, target shielding, and the surround-
ing weather conditions. In general, the quantities of detectable vapors in surrounding
media are usually quite low. Devices are often wrapped in multiple layers of shielding
and buried, compounding the difficulty of detection. Therefore, once again, highly
sensitive methods are essential.
The detection of trace vapors is a topic still dominated by specially trained ani-
mals. Dogs have proven a capable choice, but rats, moths [20], and bees [21] have also
been studied and can produce more sensitive results. In all cases, the major hurdle
to effective animal detectors is the discovery and development of appropriate training
materials. Significant gaps between training materials and realistic explosives have
been documented [22], and significantly hamper the effectiveness of trained animals.
Gas chromatography involves the use of a long column through which a vapor-
phase material will diffuse. Through the variety of transport properties exhibited
by its chemical constituents, the material will be broken down for relatively easy
detection (by surface acoustic wave sensors or other techniques). The development
of micro-scale chromatography columns has allowed for the possibility of portable
devices, including the MicroChemLab developed at Sandia. This technique, however,
requires minutes of sampling time. Gas chromatography has also been combined with
mass spectrometry. This combined detector system is already in service at some US
airports, with the Thermo Scientifics EGIS Defender [23].
A final category is micro- and nano-scale mechanical devices. Generally, these
devices exploit the highly-sensitive dynamics of small-scale mechanical structures
through the coupling of target analytes via some chemical functionalization [24]. Dis-
turbances in the linear natural frequency are generally used to estimate the attached
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mass, leading to an estimate of target concentration. Nonlinear mechanical systems
have also been used to increase sensitivity [25]. These devices generally require sig-
nificant associated electronic conditioning, and have not been extensively examined










































































































































































































































































































































1.2 Vapor Pressure Dependence on Temperature
As explored above, the success of many explosives detection methodologies de-
pends highly on the local concentrations of ions. There exists a clear link between
the internal temperature of explosive materials and the local vapor pressure [3,7,26],
which controls the rate at which atoms of a material will escape into a gaseous form.
In addition, the permeability of shielding is generally increased with temperature,
depending on the material [6]. Orders of magnitude increases in vapor pressure are
possible in response to internal temperature increases as small as 10 ◦C. This behavior
holds for TNT, RDX, HMX, and many other common explosives. This fact suggests a
strong possibility that increasing the temperature of target energetic materials would
lead to increased concentrations of detectable trace vapors in the surrounding air.
Therefore, a pathway to the selective generation of heat within explosive or energetic
materials would be of great interest in a detection context, with standoff technologies
emphasized. The utility of such heating would be clear in vapor detection methods
as discussed above. Table 1.1 presents a catalog of the discussed methods and a
prediction of possible improvement with elevated internal temperature. As evident
from the Table, many common methods are expected to benefit from a hypothetical
increase in concentration of target vapors. Furthermore, if the heat generated within
such materials exceeded the temperature of chemical decomposition, the explosive
may be rendered inert, possibly without violent reaction. This could represent a
novel method of explosives defeat [27]. The internal dissipation of incident mechan-
ical energy is one possible pathway to this heating and, while this concept is hardly
novel, the mechanisms of heat generation within energetic materials have not been
well studied or, more crucially, well explained.
Of course, any incident energy is subject to the same shielding alluded to in
previous sections. Coverings comprised of multiple layers pose a particular issue,
with incident waves reflected at each subsequent media interface or gap. Targets are
also commonly buried under soil, and may also be electromagnetically shielded by
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metallic foils intended to block incident high-frequency energy. To be effective in
heat generation, incident energy must be tailored to transmit through the barriers
described above.
1.3 Pathways to Heating
To find a frequency band over which heat generation may be effective, it is im-
portant to consider the nature of the material itself. Plastic-bonded composites are
comprised of an inert plastic binder with interspersed energetic crystals. Many com-
mon propellant and explosive materials, including HTPB/AP and PBX 9501, are
examples of this type of composite. While the chemical properties of such materials
have been extensively studied, their susceptibility to heating by mechanical excitation
has not. Due to the composite nature of these materials, multiple scales of energy
input may be possible through the excitation of the constituent components. For
example, the structure as a whole may be excited at relatively low frequencies, while
interactions on the crystal scale may be targeted at much higher frequencies. Through
the course of this work, both of these extremes will be investigated.
In many pure materials and alternative composites, heat generation in response
to acoustic and ultrasonic excitation is a well studied effect. Prior investigations
have highlighted, for example, the fact that heating within materials due to cyclic
deformation is often attributable to a phase delay between fluctuating stress and strain
fields [28]. In addition, in the context of vibrothermography, Renshaw et al. [29]
and others [30–34] have shown that higher-frequency excitation is highly effective
at eliciting thermal responses near stress concentrations, such as cracks, voids, and
inclusions. Renshaw et al. [29] have classified both friction and viscoelastic losses
as major mechanisms associated with heat generation due to this high-frequency
excitation. Frictional heating is described as the conversion of mechanical motion into
thermal energy due to the interaction between moving interfaces, such as cracks or
delaminations. Viscoelastic heating is the process of non-isentropic losses experienced
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by a material undergoing cyclic motion [35, 36]. This effect may be exacerbated due
to stress risers at or near defects, voids, or inclusions. While most of the prior work
in thermography specifically targets heating near defects, research in this area has
also highlighted stress-induced heating along the modal structure of various systems
[31, 37, 38]. As vibrothermography is primarily used in the nondestructive testing of
damaged samples, excitation at structural resonance is generally avoided, as heating
from modal deflection patterns masks that associated with structural damage effects
[39]. In the context of the present work, it is expected that modal heating will be
more broadly applicable than defect-scale heating. As low-frequency excitations are
amenable to the excitation of low-order modes, the thermal response of particulate
composite materials, particularly plastic-bonded explosives, to such low-frequency
acoustic or mechanical excitation is of distinct interest. Of course, an additional
benefit of low-frequency excitation is its relatively large air propagation distance as
compared with higher-frequency waves.
While mechanically-induced heat generation is a well studied effect in general,
few thorough studies of the thermomechanics of particulate composite materials, such
as plastic-bonded explosives, to low-frequency excitations currently exist. While the
works of Loginov [40–42] provide some insight in this regard, these works focus largely
on the phenomenological nature of the heating, rather than its selective control or
the impact of the material’s particle/binder ratio. Prior works have documented
how the material properties of particulate composites vary with the aforementioned
particle/binder ratio. Not surprisingly, these works have revealed that the bulk ther-
mal and mechanical modulii of such materials vary dramatically with particle/binder
ratio [43–46]. For example, Lewis [46] observed an inverse relationship between par-
ticle/binder ratios and damping ratios, and noted that this relationship may be at-
tributable to mismatched thermal expansion coefficients.
With regards to the ultrasonic heating of composite materials, few works exist
publicly. However, prior works have demonstrated that high-frequency mechanical
excitation can induce localized heating within many more common materials [47,48].
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Specifically, in the field of ultrasonic welding, which utilizes high-power mechanical
excitation to fuse plastics, Tolunay et al. [49] claimed that friction and viscous dis-
sipation due to bulk motion are the major mechanisms that contribute to heating.
In energetic materials, studies suggest that energetic materials exposed to ultrasonic
radiation in liquid environments may cause sensitivity change [50], oxidation [51], or
even detonation [52]. Sutherland and Kennedy [53] conducted high-frequency acoustic
wave experiments on cyclotetramethylene-tetranitramine (HMX) and triaminotrini-
trobenzene (TATB) based explosives and observed evidence of binder decomposition
during excitation. Although the decomposition was attributed to the slight ther-
mal cycling of the material, heating effects due to the high-frequency acoustic insult
appear to be a more plausible explanation. Preliminary studies by Moore have sug-
gested the possibility of thermal runoff, but have not been published, reproduced or
explained. Few, if any, of these works consider frictional interactions between binder
and crystal or neighboring crystals, effects which the author believes are critical to
the generation of heat within plastic-bonded composites at ultrasonic frequencies.
Notable exceptions are the recent work of Chen and You et al. [54,55], in which thin
layers of energetic crystals were excited with a high-power ultrasonic horn. How-
ever, this work was largely phenomenological in nature and shed little light on the
underlying mechanism of heat generation.
During the course of study, efforts have been made to characterize heating effects
in plastic-bonded energetic materials at both the structural- and particle-scales of
excitation. Chapter 2 presents a study of the bulk-scale thermomechanics of mock
energetic plates. Chapter 3 presents an initial study into the ultrasonic generation of
heat within fully-loaded composite energetic pellets. To better isolate the thermome-
chanics of the crystal-binder interface, later studies explored the ultrasonic excitation
of countable-inclusion mock energetic materials (Chapter 4), including the effects of
morphology (Chapter 5). Chapter 6 presents overall conclusions, contributions, and
suggestions for future work in both frequency domains. Two appendices detail current
studies. Appendix B presents an experimental study of the wavespeeds in a common
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binder material, with the aim of aiding stand-off acoustic excitation of structural-
scale PBX materials. Finally, Appendix C presents an attempt to characterize the
effects of solids loading in localized pellets of energetic material.
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2. RESONANT EXCITATION OF FULLY-LOADED MOCK ENERGETIC
MATERIALS
The majority of this Chapter was published as ‘Thermal and Mechanical Response
of Particulate Composite Plates Under Inertial Excitation’ in the Journal of Applied
Physics, 2014. The detailed modelling technique was developed jointly with Daniel
Woods.
2.1 Introduction
To understand the thermomechanics of a fully-loaded energetic material, a study
of mock energetic plates was conducted. The purpose was to observe and characterize
the thermal and mechanical responses of particulate composite plates comprised of
hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) binder and ammonium chloride (NH4Cl)
particles under low-frequency (10-1000 Hz) inertial excitation. This work serves as
an extension to prior experiments detailing the thermomechanical response of HTPB-
NH4Cl beams [56], by highlighting the effect of varying the ratio of crystal to binder of
the composite material. The plates themselves serve as mechanical mocks of common
plastic-bonded energetic materials. For testing purposes, the plates were mounted
directly to an electrodynamic shaker to deliver the greatest possible excitation forces.
It should be noted that significant differences may be expected between direct shaker
and acoustic excitations, and that the former excitation is employed in order to di-
rectly isolate the thermomechanics of the materials in question. Heat generation
induced via this external excitation was quantified at various resonant frequencies
through infrared thermography. The dependence of heat generation on the mate-
rial’s particle/binder ratio is discussed. As previously highlighted, the authors hope
that the observed thermal effects will help render an improved understanding of the
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thermomechanics of plastic-bonded composites, an essential step in support of the
development of new technologies for the vapor-based detection of hidden explosives.
2.2 Experimental Techniques
2.2.1 Sample Preparation
As noted above, this work focuses on the thermomechanics of a mock plastic-
bonded explosive material comprised of an HTPB binder and NH4Cl particles. HTPB
is a commonly-employed binder material and the NH4Cl particles were chosen in
order to approximate the particle sizes of ammonium perchlorate (AP), an energetic
material. The volume ratio of particle to binder may vary significantly in real world
explosives, and the effect of such changes on the mechanical and thermal responses
of the bulk material is of importance to this paper.
To create the experimental samples, the HTPB was heated to 60◦ C and an
isocyanate hardening agent was applied. A wetting agent, Tepanol, was employed
before insertion and mixing of the NH4Cl particles. For samples of high volume
ratio, a Resodyn acoustic mixer was employed to ensure a homogeneous mixture.
The particle/binder mixture was then poured into a purpose-built plate mold, and
each was cured overnight into plates measuring 25.4 x 17.8 cm (10 x 7 in). For the
purposes of this paper, three types of plates were used: 50, 65 and 75% volume ratio
of particle to binder. The mass and density of all plates used in experimental testing
are presented in Table 2.1. It is important to note that these plates had different
ages (recorded in terms of the number of days from mold release to testing) and that
the mechanical response of this particular HTPB/NH4Cl system has been observed
to change over time [57]. As noted in the Table, all of the 75% volume fraction plates
are significantly less dense than the 50 and 65% volume fraction plates. Given that
the density of the particle is significantly greater than that of the binder, this effect
was not expected and is likely due to voids in the material. Difficulties in packing
the more dense mixture into the mold were also noted.
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Table 2.1. Plate Material Properties.
Volume Fraction-Sample Mass (kg) Density (kg/m3) Approximate Age (Days)
50%-1 0.6656 1154 450
50%-2 0.6593 1149 360
65%-1 0.8189 1297 450
65%-2 0.7162 1196 360
75%-1 0.6460 1086 450
75%-2 0.6354 1118 280
75%-3 0.5940 1031 280
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2.2.2 Experimental Setup
To provide mechanical excitation to the plates, a TIRA 59335/LS AIT-440 elec-
trodynamic shaker was employed, which allowed for band-limited white noise inertial
excitation. The system was controlled by a VibeLab VL-144 vibration control system
through direct monitoring of a shaker head mounted accelerometer. A custom plate
fixture was machined to simulate clamped boundaries on the opposite short ends of
the plates, approximating clamped-free-clamped-free (CFCF) boundary conditions.
The final setup yielded a 22.9 x 17.8 cm (9 x 7 in) unsupported area. To record the
frequency responses and operational deflection shapes (ODS) of each plate, a Polytec
PSV-400 scanning laser Doppler vibrometer was employed.
For the purposes of mechanical analysis, broadband (10-1000 Hz) white noise was
applied at three distinct forcing levels (1.0, 1.9 and 2.4 g RMS). Operational deflection
shapes were recorded at direct, 6 g forcing and were not seen to qualitatively change
with excitation level. The system response was estimated through the application
of the classical H1 estimator, a comparison of the measured cross-spectral density
between the accelerometer and differentiated vibrometer readings to the measured
power spectral density of the accelerometer. H1 frequency response estimators were
calculated at all forcing levels at two distinct points; the geometric center of the plate
and an ‘offset’ point. The latter point was offset from the center by 6.2 and 4.8 cm
as measured from the free and clamped edges, respectively. Geometrically, the offset
traverses 54.6% and 54.2% of the distances between the center point and the free and
clamped edges, respectively.
For the thermal analysis, the level of forcing was 2 g. It is important to note
that the resonant frequency of each plate was seen to shift to lower frequencies by as
many as 6 Hz over the 60 min trial. However, the frequency of excitation was set at
the onset of testing and was not updated throughout the trails. To investigate the
effect of this detuning, narrow-banded white noise excitation was applied to a 75%
particle/binder ratio plate in a one-off experiment. The frequency extents of this
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band-limited white noise signal were chosen such that the plate was excited within
the half-power bandwidth of the first resonant peak throughout the entire trial, and
the total input acceleration was limited to 2 g RMS. The transient thermal behav-
ior observed from this excitation was nearly identical to the direct excitation case.
This suggests that, while the detuning effects remain unaccounted for, the thermal
data recorded for direct sinusoidal excitation is still quite valid. All thermal data
presented for the remainder of this Chapter was thus recorded with direct excitation
at a stationary excitation frequency.
To capture the thermal responses of the plates, a FLIR A325 thermal camera was
used to record both the transient and steady-state thermal responses of the surfaces of
each plate. The thermal camera had a temperature sensitivity of 0.07 ◦C at 30 ◦C and
accuracy of ±2 ◦C or ±2%. The infrared data was calibrated to the emissivity of each
plate through a comparison to a thermocouple at ambient conditions. For this testing,
the plates were excited at resonance for 60 min. The ambient temperature variation
was also recorded, through the infrared observation of a small area of the testing rig,
and was subtracted from the presented experimental data to negate a portion of the
thermal noise and ambient temperature variations. This temperature was generally
seen to rise approximately 0.5 ◦C throughout the 60 min trials, due to heating of the
electrodynamic shaker. The influence of this rise cannot be exactly quantified but, as
the ambient temperature is subtracted from the temperature data presented herein,
it can only serve to partially mask the viscoelastic heating of the plates themselves. A
picture of the entire experimental setup, in the thermal measurement configuration,
is presented in Figure 2.1.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Mechanical Response
The vibrometer-recorded H1 frequency response estimators for a representative
plate in response to three levels of excitation are presented as Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4
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Figure 2.1. The experimental setup. Here, a FLIR A325 infrared
camera is positioned above a 50% particle/binder ratio plate mounted
to the TIRA shaker by the CFCF clamping mount.
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for the 50, 65, and 75% plates, respectively. H1 estimators for the remaining plates of
each volume fraction are not presented here for brevity, but are qualitatively similar
to those presented in the Figure. These plots present data at both the center and
offset points. Note that all of the plates exhibit clear resonant behavior, with multiple
sharp peaks observable over the excited frequency range. The 65% and 75% plates
show a slightly softening response, with peaks decreasing slightly in both amplitude
and frequency as the forcing increases. Several plates within these sets also exhibit
a split ‘first’ mode, with the 75%-1 sample being the most severe. Qualitatively,
the higher volume fraction plates appear to have more highly-damped responses and
much smoother response curves. The experimentally-obtained peak frequencies for
each plate (recorded from the highest excitation level utilized in the random vibra-
tion tests) are presented in Table 2.2. Each observed mode is titled by a two-number
descriptor which represents the increasing mode order in the clamped and free direc-
tions, respectively. Any mode designated with a ‘1’ as the second descriptor is a beam
mode, in which no significant deflection is seen in the free direction. The frequen-
cies are grouped by perceived matches between the deformation patterns within each
operational deflection shape, and each frequency is nondimensionalized by the first
peak value to allow for comparison between cases. As evident from the Table, there
is generally very good agreement between the nondimensionalized peak frequencies
of the observed modes. Table 2.3 presents the half-power estimated bandwidth and
quality factors of the 11 and 31 modes for each plate. The data points presented are
the only ones for which the half-power method was applicable, with the other half-
power levels obscured due to relatively-low peak magnitudes or overlapping effects
from adjacent peaks. It is clear from the H1 estimators and tabulated quality factors
that the plates exhibit very distinct modal responses, suggesting that the material is
susceptible to excitation through external means.
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Table 2.2. Peak Mechanical Response Frequencies for all of the Ob-
served Operational Deflection Shapes.
Plate f11 (Hz) f11B (Hz) f13 (Hz) f13 /f11 f31 (Hz) f31 /f11
Analytical (50%) 56.3 - - - 282.2 5.01
50%-1 46.3 - 148.8 3.22 261.3 5.65
50%-2 43.8 - 136.3 3.11 243.8 5.57
65%-1 118.8 - 295.0 2.48 - -
65%-2 98.8 - 296.3 3.00 - -
Analytical (75%) 80.1 - - - 381.1 4.76
75%-1 88.8 113.8 241.3 2.72 505.0 5.69
75%-2 73.8 - - - 470.0 6.37
75%-3 72.5 - - - 512.5 7.07


















































Figure 2.2. (a) Analytically-modeled frequency response of a 50%
plate compared to the (b) experimental H1 mechanical frequency re-
sponse estimator for three levels of excitation. The red, blue and green
curves depict responses at 2.44, 1.86, and 1 g RMS, respectively. Solid
lines represent data from the geometric center, and dashed lines rep-
resent data from the offset point. Note the multiple clear resonant
frequencies, and small differences between force curves. Data is pre-
sented for the first set 50% plate.
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Figure 2.3. H1 mechanical frequency response estimators of the first
set 65% plate for three levels of excitation. The red, blue and green
curves depict responses at 2.44, 1.86, and 1 g RMS, respectively. Solid
lines represent data from the geometric center, and dashed lines rep-
resent data from the offset point. Note the slightly split first peak,
and slightly softening nature of the responses.
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Figure 2.4. (a) Analytically-modeled frequency response of a 75%
plate compared to the (b) experimental H1 mechanical frequency re-
sponse estimator for three levels of excitation. The red, blue and green
curves depict responses at 2.44, 1.86, and 1 g RMS, respectively. Solid
lines represent data from the geometric center, and dashed lines rep-
resent data from the offset point. Note the split first peak, slightly
softening nature of the responses, and comparatively high damping.
Data is presented for the first set 75% plate.
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2.3.2 Thermal Response
The average of three transient surface temperature responses of each plate at the
first resonance, presented separately as the average and maximum surface tempera-
tures of the plate, are presented in Figure 2.5. As visible in the figure, all of the plates
asymptotically approach steady-state within a 60 min window. The mean tempera-
tures of the 50% plates exceed the responses of the 65 and 75% plates. Between the
two sets of plates with higher particle/binder ratio, little conclusion may be drawn.
The maximum temperature plot reveals that, although the 50% plates still exhibited
the greatest thermal response, certain 75% plates were quite comparable. Compar-
isons of the spatial surface temperature profiles and the spatial displacement profiles
at the first resonance are presented for each plate type in Figures 2.6-2.9. For the 50%
and 65% cases, there is good agreement in both the absolute levels of heating and
the spatial distributions. For conciseness, a single set of data is presented for each of
these ratios. The 75% plates exhibit a greater diversity of behavior. The second and
third set 75% plates exhibit significantly different heating patterns from the first due
to the degenerate first operational deflection shape exhibited by the first set sample.
The extraneous hot spot exhibited by the first sample 75% plate in Figure 2.8 was
identified as the location of a crack in the plate’s surface. As previously outlined,
stress concentrations, such as this defect, are often the target of heating in vibrother-
mography applications. As the temperature level recorded in the defect is at the same
level as the patterns developed due to the resonant vibration, the effect of this defect
on the maximum temperature data as presented in Figure 2.5(b) is considered to be
minimal. The effect on the mean temperature response, as presented in Figure 2.5(a),
is more substantial, but quantitatively unknown.
Interestingly, the thermal analysis of higher-frequency operational deflection
shapes exhibited some evidence of parity with the expected experimental stress levels,
but the extremely low levels of heating recorded do not allow for acceptable inclusion
at this time.
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An additional 75% plate was damaged through the application of low frequency
(20 Hz) direct excitation at 6 g for less than one min. A significant change in all
mechanical-domain responses was noted, with peak frequencies decreasing signifi-
cantly. The plate did not exhibit any signs of external damage, such as surface cracks
or stiffness discontinuities. Therefore, it is expected that the plate was damaged in-
ternally, possibly due to growth in voids or some particle-scale effect. The maximum
temperature increase in this plate was significantly greater than all other plates, up
to a maximum of 1.4◦ C. Due to the unknown nature of this damage, the data is not
presented in full form here.
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Viscoelastic Heating Model
As a point of comparison to the experimental mechanical responses, an analyti-
cal solution to the experimentally-realized clamped-free-clamped-free (CFCF) plate
vibration problem was approximated through the superposition of clamped-clamped
and free-free beam functions as in Warburton [58]. While interaction between the
clamped and free components of vibration may be realistically expected for higher
modes, at low frequencies this superposition model generates very similar operational
deflection shapes to their experimentally-observed counterparts. As in the reported
experiment, the first few modes are investigated, and the beam superposition model
provides a valid point of comparison. The frequency response and operational de-
flection shapes of each plate were then calculated through modal projection, with
inertial forcing provided by a prescribed acceleration. The material was assumed to
be viscoelastic and to have a complex dynamic modulus. The real part of this mod-
ulus for the 50% and 75% plates were estimated as 46.5 and 83.6 MPa, respectively,
from uniaxial compression tests [57]. The densities were taken as the average of the
data as presented in Table 2.1, or 1152 and 1078 kg/m3 for the 50% and 75% plates,




Figure 2.5. Comparison of the experimentally-obtained plate surface
temperatures vs. time in response to 2 g excitation near the first
resonant frequency for all plates. Solid lines indicate experimental
data, each the average of three distinct trials per plate. The colored
envelope indicates one standard deviation for each trial. Dotted lines
indicate numerical simulation data. Data is presented for (a) mean




Figure 2.6. Comparison of the (a) observed displacement profiles, (b)
isotropically-predicted strain energy density patterns, and (c) steady-
state surface temperature distribution of the second set 50% plate





Figure 2.7. Comparison of the (a) observed displacement profile, (b)
isotropically-predicted strain energy density pattern, and (c) steady-





Figure 2.8. Comparison of the (a) observed displacement profiles, (b)
isotropically-predicted strain energy density patterns, and (c) steady-
state surface temperature distributions of the defective first set 75%
plate at the first resonance. The extraneous heating visible in (c) was
noted to coincide with the location of a surface crack, presented (d)



























































































































































experimental quality factors of the first resonant peak of the 50% and 75% plates
as 0.26 and 0.35, respectively. The Poisson’s ratio was estimated as 0.39, based on
perceived material similarities to more common materials, such as neoprene rubber.
The peak frequency response values corresponding to various analytical modes are
presented in Table 2.2. As evident in the Table, the nondimensionalized frequency
response peaks of the analytical plates seem to provide a decent analog to the ex-
perimental data. In addition, the frequency responses of the analytical models are
presented in Figures 2.2 and 2.4. As evident in the Figures, the viscoelastic model
appears to provide a good qualitative match for the experimental data, accurately
reproducing most behaviors of the frequency response data. This model suggests
that a viscoelastic damping term can provide a good basis of approximation for the
material, and that the experimental plates exhibit behavior consistent with classical
plate mechanics.
A viscoelastic heat generation model was also considered. Considering a homo-
geneous model for heat diffusion in three dimensions through the Fourier Law of


















where θ is the temperature relative to ambient, x, y, and z are the spatial loca-
tions along the beam axis, the transverse axis, and the surface normal, respectively,
k the thermal conductivity, α the thermal diffusivity, and r the volumetric energy
generation.
Over one cycle of harmonic loading, the mechanical energy dissipated in the plate
can be estimated as the area under the hysteresis loop of the stress-strain plot in the
mechanical steady-state [60]. Making the assumption that the temperature variation
occurs on a much slower time scale than the mechanical loading, the volumetric energy
generation may be time-averaged over one mechanical loading cycle [61]. Assuming
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the energy is solely dissipated as heat, the time-averaged volumetric energy generation









dτ = π0(ηω) (2.2)






where E ′ is the real part of the dynamic modulus of the plate, ν is Poisson’s ratio,
and ϵ0 is the strain magnitude.
2.4.2 Strain Estimation
As evident from Equation (2.2), the heat source anticipated by viscoelastic theory
is directly dependent on the strain energy density. To investigate this correlation, the
strain energy densities within the plates were estimated through the application of
isotropic theory. For this calculation, the plates were assumed to be thin compared
to length and the transverse shear and normal strain components were assumed to be
negligible. As in Rao [63], the strain components may be calculated as derivatives of
the out-of plane displacement, in this case computed as fifth-order centered numer-
ical derivatives. The following calculations were completed numerically on a grid of











where w represents the experimental, vibrometry-measured surface displacement. As-
suming an isotropic material and utilizing material properties as in the analytical
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model (while reusing the estimated Young’s Modulus for the 50% plate in lieu of a


















(σxxϵxx + σyyϵyy + σxyϵxy) (2.6)
The results of these strain energy density calculations are presented in log form within
Figures 2.6-2.9. As evident in the Figures, there is a strong correlation between
areas of estimated strain energy density and temperature response, as predicted by
Equation (2.2).
2.4.3 Thermal Simulation
As a point of comparison to the experimental temperature responses, the response
of a representative plate to the heat source derived in Equation (2.2) was simulated
with a commercial finite element package. For a Kirchhoff plate, where mid-plane
deflection is small, the value of ϵ0 depends on the transverse position, z, and spatial
derivatives of the modal displacement obtained from the beam superposition model,
ũ(x, y).
























For a thin plate, the volumetric energy generation can be spatially-averaged over the

























The transient thermal behavior of a representative plate with this heat source was
simulated, assuming insulated clamped ends and convective boundaries elsewhere.
The thermal properties of a representative 75% plate were measured using the tran-
sient plane source technique [64]. Due to the small absolute level of temperature
fluctuations considered, the effects of thermal expansion are neglected. The thermal
conductivity (k) and thermal diffusivity (α) were measured as 0.52 W/(m-K) and
3.13×10−7 m2/s, respectively. The convection coefficient (h) was estimated as 13
W/(m2-K) in an attempt to match the transient maximum temperature behavior ob-
served experimentally in the 50% plates, and is assumed to not change dramatically
between plates. This value is comparable with coefficients found in experimental in-
vestigations [65–67] and is within the range for free convection estimates presented
in Incropera et al. [59].
The finite element simulation was used to generate simulations of transient behav-
ior over 60 min as well as top-down thermal profiles, which allow for direct comparison
to the experimentally-obtained thermal images. As evident in Figure 2.5, with the cur-
rent selection of convective coefficient the numerical simulation very closely matches
the transient data for the 50% plates in a qualitative way. The 75% plates, however,
exhibited thermal responses at a much higher magnitude than predicted through this
simple viscoelastic model. This would suggest that an additional mechanism elicits a
thermal response from these high particle/binder ratio plates.
The steady-state temperature profile predicted for the 50% case is presented in
Figure 2.6. The prediction echoes the experimental data with three bands of tempera-
ture concentration, but appears to be more highly concentrated at the clamped edges.
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This discrepancy may be due to the imperfect experimental clamps which allow for
some rotation and the insulated boundary assumptions, which would not accurately
account for conduction into the experimental clamping fixture. The 75% thermal
profile is not presented due to its qualitative similarities to the 50% result, different
only in scale as obvious in the transient temperature data presented in Figure 2.5.
2.5 Conclusions
The thermal and mechanical responses of particulate composite plates, composed
of various ratios of NH4Cl particles and HTPB binder, under direct excitation have
been presented. Each plate was shown to exhibit clear resonant behavior, with sev-
eral distinct operational deflection shapes. The results presented herein reveal near-
resonant behaviors which are strongly dependent on the particle/binder volume frac-
tion associated with the sample. For example, an increase in the volume of particles
relative to binder appears to increase the effective bulk damping level within the mate-
rial. This effect is likely due to internal friction effects attributable to particle-particle
interactions at the micro-scale.
The reported steady-state surface temperature profiles appear to exhibit patterns
in agreement with isotropically-predicted strain energy density fields. In general,
the thermal response echoes the state of stress in the material. This conclusion is
supported by the defective first set 75% plate, which shows high levels of thermal re-
sponse around a surface crack. As illustrated by the high magnitude thermal response
of the 50% plates, heating appears to be maximized for highly-viscous materials. As
classically predicted, thermal effects will be maximized when the phase delay between
stress and strain is maximized, an effect congruent with highly viscous materials. The
level of heating, however, also appears to rise with high crystal volume ratios as with
the response of the second and third set 75% plates, high above the amount pre-
dicted by a simple viscoelastic model. This effect is likely due to interactions on the
particle scale, where direct particle interactions may lead to significant stress concen-
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trations exacerbated by the resonant excitation. A similar effect has been observed
at ultrasonic frequencies [68]. This effect may be exploited to elucidate significant
thermal responses within high particle/binder ratio particulate composite structures.
Additionally, in the case of the low-frequency damaged 75% plate, heating was seen
to increase dramatically after short-duration high-amplitude excitation due to an
unknown internal effect.
The selective targeting of higher-frequency resonant peaks did not reveal signif-
icant heat generation. The complexity of the operational deflection shapes predicts
a significant increase in the forcing required to achieve the same levels of strain and,
theoretically, similar thermal responses. It is thus expected that higher-frequency
resonant peaks will not be as efficient for thermal energy delivery, and that hypo-
thetical stand-off excitation systems would be best suited to target a structure’s first
resonance.
The observed heating effects could be used in support of current trace vapor
detection methods to increase the vapor concentrations of explosives. While the
absolute levels of temperature increase are as of yet below what may be effective in
this regard, it is hoped that through targeted excitation the effect may be exacerbated.
It is expected that the same heating phenomena observed via the direct excitation
utilized in this work could be excited by stand-off acoustic sources. As low-frequency
excitation may be used over long distances, such excitation could prove effective at
stand-off heating, thus enabling the detection of relatively large, hidden explosive
devices in a fieldable detection system. However, given the relatively low levels of
thermal excursion even with the advantages of the direct excitation methods, the
utility of this pathway to heating is questionable.
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3. ULTRASONIC EXCITATION OF FULLY-LOADED COMPOSITE
ENERGETICS
The majority of this Chapter was published as ‘Thermal and Mechanical Response of
PBX 9501 Under Contact Excitation’ in the Journal of Applied Physics, 2013. This
work was developed jointly with Jesus Mares of Professor Steve Son’s research group.
3.1 Introduction
As a counterpart to the investigation of structural-scale excitation (Chapter 2),
a characterization of the particle-scale material response of plastic-bonded energetic
materials was conducted. The objectives of this work were to observe and character-
ize the thermal and mechanical responses of PBX 9501 (a plastic-bonded HMX-based
explosive) and two mechanical mock materials (PBS 9501 and 900-21) under mechan-
ical excitations in the range of 50 kHz to 40 MHz. Direct contact excitation was used
in order to transfer the highest possible energies into the targeted materials. Heat
generation induced via external excitation was quantified at discrete excitation fre-
quencies. The dependence of heat generation on excitation frequency was investigated
and two critical heating mechanisms were proposed.
3.2 Experimental Technique
3.2.1 Materials and Sample Preparation
Three materials were studied: PBX 9501 and two representative non-energetic
mechanical mocks, 900-21 and PBS 9501. PBX 9501 and 900-21 molding powders
were obtained from Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and PBS 9501 mold-
ing powder was prepared following the procedures outlined in Liu et al. [69]. The
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compositions of these materials are listed in Table 3.1. The mock material 900-21
uses the same binder composition and matches the density of PBX 9501, whereas the
mock material PBS 9501 uses the same binder composition and closely matches the
initial particle sizes of PBX 9501. The thermal properties of the mock materials were
measured utilizing the transient plane source technique [64]. A uniaxial die set and
high-pressure press were used to form cylindrical pellets of each composite material
with nominal diameters and lengths of 1.27 cm. The average theoretical mass density
of the PBX 9501, 900-21, and PBS 9501 samples used in this study were 97%, 98%,
and 97%, respectively.
3.2.2 Mechanical Excitation and Measurement
Contact ultrasound transducers, as listed in Table 3.2, were affixed to each cylin-
drical sample with Devcon ‘5 minute’ epoxy and were cured for at least 24 hr. Each
transducer is listed as ideally exciting in the ‘axial’ or ‘radial’ mode; however, each
transducer generated a variety of wave types. One ‘driving’ transducer was supplied
with a sinusoidal signal at a nominal voltage of 20 Vpp by a Fluke 294 Series Waveform
Generator. The supplied excitation signal and the signal generated by the ‘receiving’
transducer were measured with a Tektronix DPO 4034 Oscilloscope. The excitation
signal frequency was swept in both rising and falling directions from 50 kHz to 40
MHz with an overall sweep time on the order of 30 min. The sample was suspended by
the electrical leads during testing in order to limit thermal and mechanical boundary
effects.
In addition, laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) was used to recover optical mea-
surements of the velocities and deflections of the mechanically-excited samples. Test
specimens for these measurements were prepared with only one affixed driving trans-
ducer, leaving one end bare. The sample was supported by highly-compliant foam
to mimic free boundary conditions and to attenuate interference due to background










































































































































































































































































































































1 MHz at an excitation level of 40 Vpp while the mechanical response of the samples
were measured using a Polytec PSV-400 scanning vibrometer. Note that the exci-
tation level employed for the LDV measurements was distinct from the transducer
response measurements. The excitation signal was supplied by the waveform gen-
erator used in concert with a Kron-Hite 7500 power amplifier. Spatial averaging of
optical measurements was performed over 750 points on the free face of the sample
and 55 points along the longitudinal axis, yielding frequency-domain measurements
of the sample’s bulk mechanical response.
3.2.3 Thermal Measurements
A FLIR A320 thermal camera with a temperature sensitivity of 0.07 K at 303
K and accuracy of ±2 K or ±2% of the reading was used to measure the thermal
response of the mechanically-excited sample at discrete excitation frequencies, as
shown in Figure 3.1. The temperature measurements for each sample material were
calibrated through the use of a hot plate and a reference thermocouple. Excitation
frequencies were selected through an initial log-spaced sweep, with additional fre-
quencies evaluated to resolve peaks in the thermal response. The driving excitation
signal was again nominally 20 Vpp. Thermal equilibrium was defined as the state in
which the average sample temperature changed less than one-half Kelvin over 100 s,
and in most cases was reached within 20 min of excitaiton. The spatial resolution of
the IR camera was approximately 0.25 mm per pixel. A representative thermal image
of a mechanically-excited sample is shown in Figure 3.2. Ambient temperature fluc-
tuations were measured during testing and used to correct the sample temperature
measurements.
To validate the thermal analysis technique used in this study, conductive heat-
ing studies were also performed. The experimental set-up was similar to the ther-
mal studies described previously except that there was no mechanical excitation. A
rubber-coated heating element was attached to the sample end to the raise the tem-
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perature of the samples to the levels observed during mechanical excitation. These
tests were used as a control case in which no heat generation occurred within the
sample.
Figure 3.1. Experimental schematic for thermal and mechanical re-
sponse experiments. The Fluke 294 waveform generator excites each
sample-transducer system, while a FLIR A320 thermal camera and
Tektronix DPO 4034 Oscilloscope record the thermal and electrical
responses, respectively.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Mechanical Response
The mechanical response of each sample was investigated to determine the depen-




Figure 3.2. Representative image of a 900-21 sample compared to






















PBX 9501 – 215R 
PBX 9501 – 3400A 
Figure 3.3. Frequency response of PBX 9501 excited and measured by




















900-21 – 215R 
900-21 – 3400A 
Figure 3.4. Frequency response of 900-21 mock excited and mea-
sured by the listed transducers. The level of electrical excitation was
nominally 20 Vpp.
of deflection experienced by the sample during excitation, the signal generated by the
‘receiving’ transducer was used to characterize the level of bulk motion of the sample.
The amplitudes of these response signals are presented as a function of the excitation
frequency in Figures 3.3-3.5. Due to the differing mass, geometry, and material of the
contact transducers, the resulting observed mechanical response is unique for each
transducer/sample system.
For both the 215R and 3400A transducers, the PBX 9501 samples exhibit major
structural resonances of the transducer/sample system near 220 kHz, while the re-
sponse amplitudes at frequencies above 1 MHz are relatively small (See Figure 3.3).
This result illustrates that bulk motion of the sample occurs at frequencies lower than




















PBS 9501 – 215R 
PBS 9501 – 3400A 
Figure 3.5. Frequency response of PBS 9501 excited and measured by










































Figure 3.6. Frequency response of a 900-21 mock sample excited
and measured by 215R transducers compared to the LDV velocity
measurement.
frequency. The general trend of the mechanical response of the PBX 9501 samples
is similar to the trends exhibited by the mock samples, 900-21 and PBS 9501 (See
Figures 3.4-3.5). While each sample was of similar geometry and binder composition,
differences in the chemical composition and sizes of the particles contribute to ob-
servable differences in the detailed mechanical responses. It is important to note that
multiple trials with replicate transducers and samples were performed and frequency-
specific results were found to be repeatable. It should also be noted that for all
cases, the system experienced an electromechanical resonance within the examined
frequency range that affected the voltage supplied to the driving transducer. The
frequency of this resonance does not correspond to any of the thermal or mechanical
results of interest presented in this Chapter.
Scanning laser Doppler vibrometry was used to evaluate the merit of characterizing
the bulk motion of the sample via the transducer response. As shown in Figure 3.6, the
LDV measurements captured trends similar to the transducer response, even with the
slight differences in the excitation and boundary conditions that were present. This
result suggests that the measured transducer response effectively captures the bulk
motion of the sample.
Bandwidth limitations of the LDV system prevent measurements above 1 MHz,
and thus the transducer responses alone were used to represent the bulk motion of
the samples over the full range of frequencies tested. As expected, wave propagation
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Figure 3.7. Scanning laser Doppler vibrometry-recorded experimental
deflection shape of a 900-21 sample at 220 kHz obtained using a 215R
transducer.
through the sample was observed via the LDV at the dominant structural resonance
as illustrated by the representative experimental deflection shape shown in Figure 3.7.
Heating within the material was expected at this resonance due to the high level of
bulk motion experienced by the sample.
3.3.2 Thermal Response
To evaluate the level of heat generation within the sample, the steady-state surface
temperatures of the mechanically-excited samples were recorded. These temperatures
were averaged radially, generating profiles as functions of longitudinal position. The
temperature profiles are shown for all transducer/sample systems at each investigated
frequency in Figure 3.8. Interestingly, the temperature profiles at the dominant struc-
tural resonance frequency indicate that the maximum thermal rise occurs within the
sample at some distance from the driving transducer, suggesting that heat is gener-
ated within the sample.
All of the samples excited by the 3400A transducer exhibit a secondary maxi-
mum thermal rise near 4 MHz. Samples excited by the 215R transducer also exhibit
thermal maxima at frequencies above the dominant structural resonance; however,
these responses are not centered about one frequency. At these higher frequencies,
the location of the maximum temperature within the sample is near the active trans-
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ducer. This suggests that the higher frequency waves become quickly dispersed by
the material and fail to fully propagate throughout the sample, as evident by the
mechanical response results. For all of the materials, the excitation induced by the
215R transducer achieves a maximum thermal rise of approximately 3 K. A maximum
thermal rise of approximately 15 K was observed in PBX 9501 while excited by the
3400A transducer, and this temperature rise is also reflected in the PBS 9501 mock
sample.
The thermal responses of the samples can be attributed to the mechanical excita-
tion as well as Ohmic heating of the transducer. As Ohmic heating of the transducer
only influenced the sample via conduction, heat generated within the sample is solely
attributed to the mechanical excitation. Thus, the effects of Ohmic heating are in-
trinsically excluded in heat generation analysis.
To quantify heat generation, the 2-D temperature measurements were assumed
to represent the temperature distributions of the axial plane through the cylindrical
sample. Temperature gradients at the sample boundary in the direction normal to











[−3T (ri+2) + 4T (ri+1)− T (ri)]
2∆r
(Radial Surface)
where xi and ri are locations at the boundary, xi+1 and ri+1, xi+2 and ri+2 are
sequential locations within the sample normal to the boundary, and ∆x and ∆r are
the distances between each location in the axial or radial direction of the boundary
normal.
Noting that the thermal data was recorded while the sample is at steady-state,
the heat flux can be calculated via Fourier’s law of conduction
q̇ = −k∇T (3.2)
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Figure 3.8. Temperature excursion vs. frequency and distance from
transducer edge. Data color is weighted by temperature excursion.
The spatial resolution is 0.24 mm, the temperature resolution is 0.1
K, and frequency data is a collection of discrete sets indicated by
transverse lines with shaded linear connecting surfaces. Data is pre-
sented for the following transducer/sample systems: (a) PBX 9501,
215R. (b) PBX 9501, 3400A.(c) 900-21, 215R. (d) 900-21, 3400A. (e)
PBS 9501, 215R. (f) PBS 9501, 3400A. Note the differences in tem-
perature scale between the various cases.
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where q̇ is the heat flux, k is the sample’s thermal conductivity, and T is temperature.










where Q̇out is the heat transfer rate in the outward boundary normal direction, Aappl
is the applicable boundary surface area, and dT/dx or dT/dr are the temperature
gradients in the appropriate boundary normal directions. Note that the applicable
area was defined as the surface area of the cylinder that the boundary represents and
was evaluated by revolving the distance ∆x or ∆r about the cylinder axis.
The steady-state heat transfer rate at the surface of the sample was then evaluated
using Eq. (3.3). The total summed heat transfer rate through each boundary was then




where Q̇gen is the estimated amount of heat generated.
In order to validate this method, the thermal data from the conductive heating
control experiments were evaluated. Each case yielded no level of heat generation
outside of the experimental error.
The levels of heat generation produced by the mechanical excitation at discrete
frequencies are shown with the mechanical response in Figures 3.9-3.11. In each case,
below 1 MHz the level of heat generation is strongly correlated to the level of bulk
mechanical response. The heating observed in this lower frequency regime is thus
attributed to the bulk motion of the material. This is likely a result of viscoelastic
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losses, as well as thermoelastic dissipation. Above this frequency threshold, significant
levels of heat generation occur with little correlation to the bulk mechanical response.
These occurrences of significant heat generation are localized in narrow frequency
bands and may be linked to interactions on the particle scale.
Skidmore et al. [73] report that the post-pressing mean particle size of PBX 9501 is
approximately 200 µm. Likewise, Dick et al. [74] report the bulk wave speed for PBX
9501 as 2500 m/s. Accordingly, the excitation wavelength approaches the particle size
of HMX for frequencies on the order of 10 MHz. As the wavelength approaches the
size of the particles within the material, it is postulated that the deflection between
neighboring particles is maximized. Thus, particle scale processes such as increased
viscoelastic losses of the binder between particles, frictional effects due to particle-
particle interactions, and localized thermoelastic effects may contribute to heating
at higher frequencies. As multiple wave types exist in solid composite materials,
multiple frequencies may be targeted to induce significant heating effects by these
particle-scale interactions. In all of the PBX 9501 trials, multiple high-frequency
thermal peaks appear in support of this length scale approximation. As the materials
900-21 and PBS 9501 are mechanical mocks for PBX 9501, the particle sizes are on
the same order as the HMX particles used in PBX 9501. The bulk wave speeds of
900-21 and PBS 9501 were estimated to be on the order of 2400 m/s and 1500 m/s,
respectively, through simple time of flight measurements. The excitation wavelengths
for these materials are estimated to approach the particle sizes near similar frequencies
to PBX 9501. Thus, the significant heat generation results at frequencies above the 1
MHz threshold observed for both 900-21 and PBS 9501 imply the same phenomena.
3.4 Conclusions
The mechanical and thermal response of PBX 9501 and two respective mock



















































































Figure 3.9. Heat generation within the sample vs. frequency for PBX





















































































Figure 3.10. Heat generation within the sample vs. frequency for





















































































Figure 3.11. Heat generation within the sample vs. frequency for
PBS 9501 with transducers: (top) 215R and (bottom) 3400A.
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the first time. The mechanical response of each sample was similar, suggesting a
dominant mechanical resonance of the transducer/sample system near 200 kHz.
The active mechanism(s) causing heat generation under mechanical excitation
for these highly-heterogeneous materials have yet to be fully characterized; however,
experimental observations clearly indicate that the mechanism(s) are dependent on
the excitation frequency. Below a frequency limit of 1 MHz, the major mechanisms of
heat generation are proposed to be viscoelastic losses and thermoelastic dissipation.
The mechanisms of heat generation at frequencies beyond this limit must occur on the
particle scale, and multiple mechanisms are suggested. The estimated wavelength of
this high-frequency excitation would induce heating on the particle scale, but optical
limits of the thermal camera system allow observation only at the bulk scale.
Exploitation of these heating mechanisms under high-frequency mechanical ex-
citations has proven effective in heating a composite energetic material, PBX 9501.
Through the utilization of ultrasound radiation at specific target frequencies of excita-
tion, significant thermal responses may potentially be induced in energetic materials
from a stand-off source. However, from this work it is difficult to determine the
underlying physics of the problem. To solve this issue, subsequent studies were un-
dertaken with countable-inclusion mocks of real, fully-loaded materials allowing for a
more tractable characterization of the crystal-binder interface.
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4. ULTRASONIC EXCITATION OF COUNTABLE-INCLUSION MOCK
ENERGETIC MATERIALS
The majority of this Chapter was published as ‘Heat Generation in an Elastic Binder
System With Embedded Discrete Energetic Particles Due to High-Frequency, Periodic
Mechanical Excitation.’ in the Journal of Applied Physics, 2014. This work was
developed jointly with Jesus Mares of Professor Steve Son’s research group.
4.1 Introduction
To better investigate the nature of heating within samples of plastic-bonded
composite materials, the experiment detailed in the previous chapter was simpli-
fied through the analysis of samples with a countable number of crystal inclusions.
To this end, a plastic binding material (Sylgard 184) was implanted with five discrete
inert and energetic particles of varied material and size. Samples were exposed to
high-frequency, periodic mechanical excitation via ultrasonic transducers from 100
kHz to 20 MHz and the thermal and mechanical responses of the sample surface were
measured. Evidence of frictional heating at the particle locations, as well as viscoelas-
tic heating near the sample surface, was observed at select frequencies. Heating rates
and temperatures at the particle locations due to frictional heating were estimated.
In separate trials, utilizing elevated excitation parameters, individual ammonium per-
chlorate (AP) and cyclotetramethylene-tetranitramine (HMX) particles were driven



















































































































































































































































































































































































The tested samples consisted of an elastic binder (Sylgard 184) and five embedded
particles, as detailed in Table 4.1. Particles were selected by hand with the use of a
Hirox KH-8700 digital microscope to fit within the listed diameter ranges. Optical
images of representative particles used in each sample are shown in Figure 4.1. Each
sample was produced by molding a 10:1 base to curative mixture of Sylgard 184
into a rectangular block with a nominal height of 2.60 mm and with five cavities
of a depth of 1.59 mm in a pattern as illustrated in the optical image of the AP
(550-700 µm) loaded sample in Figure 4.2. Particles were individually placed into
the cavities and the samples were then covered with Sylgard 184 and molded into
a complete rectangular block with a nominal height of 4.00 mm, width of 6.70 mm
and length of 9.00 mm. At each step, the samples were degassed at near-vacuum
conditions for 10 min and cured at 65 ◦C for a minimum of 3 hr. Steiner & Martins,
Inc. SMD10T2R111 piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers were affixed to the bottom
side of each sample with Devcon ‘5 minute’ epoxy and cured at 65 ◦C for 24 hr.
The cylindrical transducer is listed as exciting in a ‘radial’ mode and has a center
frequency of 215 kHz.
4.2.2 Thermal Measurements
The aforementioned transducer was excited by a sinusoidal electrical signal sup-
plied by an Agilent N9310A RF signal generator and amplified by a Mini-circuits
LZY-22+ amplifier. The supply signal was monitored with the use of a Tektronix
DPO 4043 oscilloscope. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for thermal
testing is presented as Figure 4.3. Each sample was excited at 300 logarithmically
spaced frequencies between 100 kHz and 20 MHz as well as at 100 logarithmically
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Figure 4.1. Images of representative particles used as inclusions in the study.
1 mm
Figure 4.2. Optical image of the top side of the AP (700-850 µm)
loaded sample. Note the die pattern of the included AP particles,
which were dyed in order to increase visual contrast.
supplied to the transducer. The surface temperature of the sample at each excita-
tion frequency was measured using a FLIR A325sc thermal camera, which features
a maximum frame rate of 30 Hz, temperature sensitivity of 0.07 ◦C at 30 ◦C, and
accuracy of ±2 ◦C or ±2% of the reading. To ensure a uniform surface emissivity,
the sample was covered with a fine layer of carbon black and a value of 0.99 was
assumed. The temperature variation due to the emissivity value from 0.95 to 0.99
was less than the listed accuracy of the thermal camera for the temperature ranges
reported. The experimental process was automated using a LabVIEW-based system.
Once the excitation and measurement of the sample were completed for a selected
frequency, the sample was allowed to reach thermal equilibrium with ambient condi-
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tions before proceeding to the next excitation frequency. High-speed optical imaging










Figure 4.3. Schematic diagram for the thermal experiments. Note
the ultrasonic transducer epoxied to the bottom side of the sugar
(450-600 µm) loaded sample. The thermal camera was focused on the
top surface of the samples, which were coated in carbon black (not
pictured). The sugar particles were dyed in order to increase visual
contrast.
4.2.3 Mechanical Measurements
A Polytec MSA-400 microscale scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) was
employed to record mechanical-domain responses of all samples in separate trials. The
samples were electrically excited by band limited white noise from 100 kHz to 5 MHz
at an excitation level of 130 mW. This excitation was supplied to the transducers by
the same signal generator and amplifier used in the thermal experiments. The surface
velocity was recorded on a discrete grid of points across the sample surface. Through
a comparison of the velocity data to the input voltage profiles, linear estimates of the
frequency response were calculated at each point. The spatial grid had a density of 35
by 45 points, and the frequency resolution was approximately 200 Hz. At each grid
point, 50 individual measurements were averaged. For the purposes of LDV testing,
the samples were coated in a reflective silver paint which allowed for improvements in
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signal return. The very thin layer of silver paint was assumed to be perfectly bonded
to the sample surface and comparatively massless. The samples were supported at
the transducer interface, allowing for free vibrations of the top surface.
4.3 Results
The maximum surface temperatures measured at 2 s of excitation for the AP (700-
850 µm) loaded and neat samples from 100 to 20,000 kHz are displayed in Figure 4.4.
The surface temperature rises of the samples were significant only at select frequencies.
Furthermore, for each sample, the magnitudes of the surface temperature rises were
significantly higher at select frequencies near and above 1 MHz than at the peak near
the listed transducer center frequency of 215 kHz. All samples exhibited a similar
thermal response dependency on excitation frequency except near 215 kHz, at which
























Figure 4.4. Maximum temperature rise of the surface of the Neat and
AP (700-850 µm) loaded samples versus frequency. Data is presented
for 10 W of supplied electrical power at 2 s of excitation. Note the
multiple common frequencies of interest.
To examine the variation near the transducer center frequency, the maximum
surface temperatures observed at 2 s of excitation for energetic and inert samples
excited between 200 to 230 kHz are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The
thermal responses for all of the samples exhibit a local maximum between 205 and 220
kHz and the variation of the thermal responses highlights the effects of the various
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particle inclusions. The maximum surface temperature rises for all of the energetic
samples, as well as the sugar (450-600 µm) and zirconium silicate (800-1000 µm)
loaded samples, were on the order of 4 to 10 ◦C. All other inert samples resulted in a
maximum surface temperature rise of 2 ◦C or less. The thermal results of the various
particle sizes of the AP and zirconium silicate samples suggest that the magnitude of





























Figure 4.5. Maximum temperature rise of the surface of the energetic
particle samples versus frequency. Data is presented for 10 W of sup-
plied electrical power at 2 s of excitation. Note that all of the samples
exhibit clear resonant behavior in the vicinity of the listed transducer
resonant frequency, and that the absolute level of temperature rise
varies significantly.
The surface-averaged mechanical frequency response estimates for the AP (700-
850 µm) loaded sample, neat sample and the transducer are shown in Figure 4.7.
The mechanical surface responses were similar for all samples and closely reflect the
thermal frequency response behavior observed in the maximum temperature rises as
shown in Figure 4.4. This result illustrates that both the thermal and mechanical
responses of the samples are extremely limited except at select frequencies.
A thermal image of the AP (700-850 µm) loaded sample surface after 2 s of
excitation at 210.39 kHz and the root mean square (RMS) surface velocity of the





























Figure 4.6. Maximum temperature rise of the surface of the inert
particle samples versus frequency. Data is presented for 10 W of
supplied electrical power at 2 s of excitation. Note that all of the






















Figure 4.7. Steady-state mechanical frequency response estimators
of the Neat and AP (700-850 µm) loaded samples versus frequency at
0.130 W of excitation. Note the significant similarities between the
responses, which suggest that the mechanical response of the system
is dominated by the transducer.
surface shows localized heating in a pattern that closely reflects the physical locations
of the particles highlighted in Figure 4.2. Thermal imaging of all of the samples,
except the zirconium silicate and neat samples, illustrate localized heating at the
particle locations in the frequency region near 215 kHz. The average surface velocity
map of the sample illustrates that bulk motion of the sample surface occurs in this
frequency region; however, there exists little spatial correlation with either the heating
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pattern of the sample surface or the particle locations. These results indicate that the
source of heating is not linked to the near-surface motion of the sample, but is likely
caused by local processes at the particle locations beneath the sample surface. As
evident in Figure 4.8, variations of heating exist between individual particles within
each sample. This result may be due to unique surface features of each particle,





































Figure 4.8. Top: Thermal image representing the temperature rise of
the surface of the AP (700-850 µm) loaded sample. Thermal data is
presented for 10 W of supplied electrical power at 2 s of excitation at
a frequency of 210.39 kHz. Bottom: RMS surface velocity map of the
AP (700-850 µm) loaded sample. Surface velocity data is presented
for 0.13 W of supplied electrical power at a frequency of 210.25 kHz.
Note the overall lack of spatial similarity between the two data sets.
A thermal image of the AP (700-850 µm) loaded sample surface after 2 s of
excitation at 983.45 kHz and the RMS surface velocity of the sample at 999.90 kHz
are shown in Figure 4.9. The thermal image of the sample surface shows areas of
localized heating; however, the thermal pattern does not correspond to the particle
locations highlighted in Figure 4.2. The normalized surface velocity map of the sample
shows concentrated areas of high surface motion in a spatial pattern similar to that
observed in the thermal image. These results indicate that the observed heating
in this frequency region is likely due to viscoelastic dissipation originating from the
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surface motion of the sample. This result reflects similar trends observed in all other
samples in this frequency region and at higher frequency peaks. Complex heating
patterns were also observed at certain frequencies between the 215 kHz and 1 MHz
regions. Patterns in this frequency region reflected both localized particle heating as






































Figure 4.9. Top: Thermal image representing the temperature rise of
the surface of the AP (700-850 µm) loaded sample. Thermal data is
presented for 10 W of supplied electrical power at 2 s of excitation at
a frequency of 983.45 kHz. Bottom: RMS surface velocity map of the
AP (700-850 µm) loaded sample. Surface velocity data is presented
for 0.13 W of supplied electrical power at a frequency of 999.90 kHz.
Note the similarity between the two sets of data, which is suggestive
of viscoelastic heating.
The time histories of the maximum temperatures located within the area of high-
est localized heating of the AP (700-850 µm) loaded sample excited at 210.39 and
983.45 kHz are shown in Figure 4.10. At the excitation frequency of 210.39 kHz,
no significant temperature rise is observed on the surface of the sample until after
approximately 0.75 s of excitation, which indicates the time required for heat to dif-
fuse from the source to the sample surface. The heating observed in this frequency
region is therefore likely due to processes occurring at the inclusion. This result is
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typical for excitation frequencies near the listed transducer resonance of 215 kHz for
all samples except for the zirconium silicate and neat samples. Conversely, the near
immediate temperature rise at the excitation frequency of 983.45 kHz indicates that
the heat source is near the sample surface and is likely due to the viscoelastic heating
produced by the surface motions observed in this frequency region. The immedi-

























Figure 4.10. Time histories of the maximum temperatures located
within the area of highest localized heating of the AP (700-850 µm)
loaded sample. Data is presented for 10 W of supplied electrical power
at two frequencies illustrating different mechanisms of heat genera-
tion. The viscoelastic curve features an immediately observable tem-
perature increase, while particle-based heating exhibits the effects of
a finite time of heat diffusion through the binder.
The temperature distribution resulting from a point heat source of constant
strength in an infinite medium is given by [76]









where T is the local temperature, q is the constant heat generation rate of the point
source, k is the thermal conductivity of the medium, r is the distance away from the
point source, erfc is the complimentary error function, α is the thermal diffusivity
of the medium, and t is time. An insulated boundary condition to simulate the
sample surface may be realized by applying the method of images to the constant
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strength point source solution [76] to yield a semi-infinite solution for the local surface










where Ts is the local surface temperature directly above the point source and d is the
depth of the source beneath the surface.
This analytical solution was fit to the measured maximum surface temperature
histories near the 215 kHz peak for each sample by solving for the source depth, d, and
the constant heat generation rate of the point source, q, using a simple least-squares
method. Values of 1.382×10−3 cm2/s and 0.232 W/m-K were used for the thermal
diffusivity and conductivity of Sylgard 184, respectively [92]. The surface temperature
histories within the area of highest concentrated heating are shown for energetic and
inert samples in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, respectively, along with the corresponding
best-fit analytic solutions. The estimated heat generation rate and source depth at
the selected excitation frequency for each sample are listed in Table 4.2, as well the
physical depths of the embedded particles. All temperature histories demonstrate
similar trends indicating a heat diffusion time on the order of approximately 0.75 s,
except for the zirconium silicate (800-1000 µm) and zirconium silicate (600-800 µm)
loaded samples. The temperature histories of the zirconium silicate samples illustrate
a near immediate temperature rise, similar to trends in the frequency region at or
above 1 MHz. This result agrees with the absence of heating patterns corresponding
to the particle locations observed for the zirconium silicate samples. A more-thorough
analysis of the analytical model assumed here is undertaken in Appendix A, including
investigations of the robustness of the point-heat source assumption.
Although the analytical solution describes a point heat source of constant strength
in an insulated semi-infinite medium, the solution works well to describe the observed
surface temperature histories of all of the samples in the frequency region near the
listed transducer resonance. The estimated heat generation rates are significantly
higher in the AP, HMX, and sugar samples than in the steel ball and zirconium









































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.11. Time histories of the maximum temperatures located
within the area of highest localized heating of the energetic particle
samples. Data is presented for 10 W of supplied electrical power at
frequencies near 215 kHz. Continuous lines represent the temperature
solutions to the corresponding fit 1-D transient heat source models.
Sugar (450-600 µm)
























Figure 4.12. Time histories of the maximum temperatures located
within the area of highest localized heating of the inert particle sam-
ples. Data is presented for 10 W of supplied electrical power at fre-
quencies near 215 kHz. Continuous lines represent the temperature
solutions to the corresponding fit 1-D transient heat source models.
heating caused by chemical reactions of the AP and HMX particles are unlikely. The
higher heating rates for the AP, HMX, and sugar particle samples may be linked to
microscale features on the surfaces of the energetic and sugar particles, as shown in
Figure 4.1. The surface asperities of these particles may enable localized frictional
heating, whereas the comparatively smooth surfaces of the steel ball and zirconium
silicate particles may limit this process.
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The estimated heat source depth directly corresponds with the physical depth of
the embedded particles for all of the samples except for the zirconium silicate (800-
1000 µm) and zirconium silicate (600-800 µm) loaded samples. This result again
indicates that the major heating processes for all samples, except for the zirconium
silicate samples, are located at the particle inclusions. The heating processes for the
zirconium silicate samples in this frequency region are located near the sample surface
and are likely viscoelastic in nature.
The analytical solutions for each sample were evaluated at a distance of the average
particle radius in order to estimate the temperature rise near the particle surface.
The estimated particle surface temperatures at peak frequencies near the transducer
resonance are listed in Table 4.3 and are compared to the maximum sample surface
temperatures observed at frequencies near or above 1 MHz. The estimated particle
surface temperatures indicate that very high temperature rises are experienced at the
AP, HMX, and sugar particles and that more mild temperature rises occur for the
steel ball and zirconium silicate particles.
The estimated temperatures indicate that chemical decomposition of the AP
(450 ◦C [78]) and HMX (253 ◦C [70]) particles may occur under higher power or
longer excitation time. During separate thermal trials, conducted at heightened ex-
citation parameters, the center crystal of the AP (550-700 µm) loaded sample was
driven to decomposition within 10 s at an excitation level of 10 W at 215.00 kHz.
Select frames from the high-speed optical imaging of this event are shown in Fig-
ure 4.13. Additionally, the center crystal of the HMX (750-950 µm) loaded sample
was driven to decomposition within 15 s at an elevated excitation level of 16 W at
210.00 kHz. Additional AP and HMX samples were excited at similar parameters and
only some produced evidence of decomposition, possibly indicating the importance of



































































































































































































































































































































































+5 ms +10 ms +54 ms
+2 ms+0 ms
Figure 4.13. Select frames from the high speed optical imaging of
the explosive decomposition of the AP (550-700 µm) loaded sample.
Ignition was observed for 10 W of electrical excitation at 215 kHz.
Time markers are with respect to first light from ignition. Note that
a void created from the event is visible in the last frame.
4.4 Conclusions
The thermal and mechanical responses of elastic binder samples with varied inert
and energetic particle inclusions excited under high frequency contact excitation are
presented. Evidence of two major heating mechanisms, frictional heating located at
the particle and viscoelastic heating located near the sample surface was observed.
The magnitude and underlying mechanism of the thermal response depend on the
frequency of excitation. At excitation frequencies near the listed transducer resonance
of 215 kHz, the heating and surface velocity patterns indicate that the heat source was
located at the particle location, except for the zirconium silicate samples. The heating
mechanism in this frequency region is likely linked to frictional effects concentrated
at microscale surface features on the particles. At select excitation frequencies near
and above 1 MHz, the heating and surface velocity patterns indicate that the heating
is closely linked to the surface motion, suggesting that the mechanism is likely due
to viscoelastic heating near the sample surface.
An analytical solution for the temperature distribution in response to a point
heat source of constant strength in an insulated semi-infinite medium was used to
estimate the heating rate and source depth for each sample when excited near the
listed transducer resonance frequency. The analytical solutions agreed well with the
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observed temperature histories for all samples and the estimated heat source depths
correspond to the particle depths for all of the samples except for the zirconium
silicate (800-1000 µm) and zirconium silicate (600-800 µm) loaded samples. The best
fit analytical solutions were used to estimate the temperature rises experienced at
the embedded particle surface. Under heightened excitation parameters, the center
particles within the AP (550-700 µm) loaded sample and HMX (750-950 µm) loaded
sample were driven to decomposition within 15 s of excitation. Additional energetic
samples were mechanically excited under similar experimental conditions and some
samples exhibited evidence of chemical decomposition.
High-frequency mechanical excitation has been shown to be an effective method
of producing internal heat generation within a particle-binder system and can in-
duce decomposition of individual particles of AP and HMX embedded within Sylgard
184. This process, when applied in composite explosives, may lead to an increase in
detectability, and potentially an alternative method for defeat.
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5. THE EFFECTS OF CRYSTAL MORPHOLOGY ON THE
THERMOMECHANICS OF COUNTABLE-INCLUSION MOCK ENERGETIC
MATERIALS
The majority of this Chapter was published as ‘The Impact of Crystal Morphology
on the Thermal Responses of Ultrasonically-Excited Energetic Materials’ in the Jour-
nal of Applied Physics, 2016. This work was developed jointly with Jesus Mares of
Professor Steve Son’s research group.
5.1 Introduction
From the study presented in Chapter 4, a qualitative link between surface rough-
ness and the rates of heat generation in countable-inclusion mock energetic samples
was suggested. The objective of the research described in the present Chapter, then,
was to quantify the rates of heating of two distinct morphological sets of ammonium
perchlorate (AP) crystals embedded in a binder. Single inclusions were subjected
to incident mechanical excitation near 215 kHz (near the center frequency of the
utilized transducer). Two-dimensional image analysis techniques were then used to
quantify the crystal morphology, and by fitting the surface temperature responses to
an analytical model, the heat generation rates were predicted and compared.
Prior works have detailed the effect of crystal shape on the sensitivity of explosives
to both shock and impact. Loginov et al. [82] found that PETN crystals of an irregular
shape were more sensitive to vibration than crystals that were more rounded. In a
study on the influence of crystal morphology on the shock sensitivity of detonation of
RDX crystals [83], evidence was provided that ‘angular’ crystals on the size range of
100 to 300 µm were more sensitive to shock than ‘rounded’ inclusions. Surface level
‘dimpling’ on a 10-30 µm scale was noted as important. In an additional study, Wang
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et al. [84] concluded that additives may be effectively used to produce more spherical
inclusions and thus reduce the shock sensitivity. Van der Steen et al. [85] noted
similar trends to those outlined above in drop weight sensitivity, doubling the run to
detonation through the use of regularly-shaped particles. Hudson et al. [86] found
that the ‘smoothness’ of RDX crystals significantly decreased the viscosity of the
composite, which compared well with shock sensitivity data. Finally, Lecume et
al. [87] presented tapping-mode AFM measurements of RDX crystals and concluded
that intergranular heterogeneities affected shock sensitivity. While the mechanisms
behind hot spot generation in the shock or impact loading in these studies may be
distinct from those of the comparatively low-power mechanical excitation utilized in




To quantify the effects of crystal morphology on the heating phenomenon, two
distinct morphologies of AP crystals were prepared. Highly-spherical crystals of AP
were selected directly from a lot received from the supplier (Firefox Enterprises, Inc.).
These crystals were first selected by their ability to roll on a low-friction surface and
were then reviewed through microscopy to exclude crystals that contained significant
internal voids or obvious crystal fractures. A range of crystal length scales from
600 to 1000 µm were selected. For the second set, AP crystals were dissolved in
acetone and recrystallized into intentionally-irregular crystalline forms through con-
trolled evaporation over the course of several days. These crystals were again reviewed
by microscopy to ensure a similar length scale to the first set. Seventeen crystals of
each type were selected. Figure 5.1 presents representative images of the two crys-
tal types examined, highlighting the obvious visual differences between them. It is
important to note that while crystals of the spherical set were selected for a lack
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of significant sharp features, clear asperities were evident in the microscope images.
However, these features are on the whole less severe and relatively smaller than those
of the recrystallized set, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1. Sample microscope images of representative (left) ‘spher-
ical’ and (right) ‘recrystallized’ AP crystals.
5.2.2 Binder Encapsulation
To encapsulate each crystal in binder, multiple curing steps were necessary. First,
base layers of Sylgard 184 with thicknesses of 1±0.2 mm were produced inside Petri
dishes and allowed to cure completely at 65 ◦C. A secondary layer of uncured Sylgard
was then added, and the crystals of interest were placed inside the uncured elastomer
resting upon the 1 mm base layer underneath. This two-step curing process allowed
for samples with a consistent distance of 1 mm between the inclusion and the ‘top’
surface. The composite systems were then cured at 65 ◦C. Next, centered upon each
crystal, rectangular samples of approximately 9 x 6.7 mm were cut out by hand.
Each cutout was then placed into a mold which was then filled with a final layer of
uncured Sylgard. A plunger was used to restrict the final sample outer dimensions
to 9 x 6.7 x 4 mm. Before each curing step, the Sylgard elastomer was degassed
with a vacuum pump for a minimum of 10 min to eliminate internal voids due to gas
entrapment. After the final layers of binder were fully cured, high-resolution optical
photographs were taken for each sample via a Hirox KH-8700 digital microscope.
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Seventeen samples were created for each set of crystal shape, and five ‘blank’ samples
were created without a crystal inclusion as a control group.
5.3 Excitation and Sensing
The electrical exciation and thermal sensing techniques used were identical to
those presented in Section 4.2.2 and are not repeated here for the sake of brevity.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Sample Characterization
Analysis of the high-magnification photographs of each crystal permitted the esti-
mation of quantifiable differences between the two sets through image analysis tech-
niques. Utilizing a combination of the GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP)
and ImageJ, a freely-available crystal analysis software, the outlines of each crystal
were determined through the application of numerous binary intensity thresholds. In
situations where this approach produced unsatisfactory results, crystal boundaries
were selected by hand, guided by a careful consideration of slight variations in image
intensity. A sample crystal image and its final established boundary are presented as
Figure 5.2, to highlight a representative result.
Figure 5.2. Comparison between (left) optical image and (right)
established crystal boundary for a representative recrystallized AP
sample.
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With the crystal boundaries determined, two-dimensional imaging processing
techniques within ImageJ were used to quantify crystal perimeter, area, circularity,
etc. Circularity comprises a comparison of a shape to a perfect circle, with a circu-
larity of one representing an exact circle and zero representing a theoretical entirely





A ‘mean unrolled diameter’ metric is used as a measure of length scale for all crystals.
This measurement is taken as twice the average distance from the area centroid of
each crystal to all points along the outer boundary. In the case of concave features,
the multiple possible measurements are averaged. It is acknowledged that, because
a single two-dimensional image was used to estimate these metrics, there is some
degree of uncertainty in all measurements especially for those crystals in the irregular
set. The circularity and length scale spread of both sets of crystals is presented in
Figure 5.3. As evident from the Figure, there is a clear circularity difference between
the two sets, quantifying the visually-evident differences in crystal morphology.


















Figure 5.3. Circularity vs. mean unrolled diameter for both the
spherical and recrystallized sample sets. Note the clear separation
in circularity, and the broad spread of mean unrolled diameter.
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5.4.2 Analysis
To compare the aforementioned crystal morphology metrics with thermal data, the
recorded thermographic camera data files were processed. First, as in Chapter 4, the
recorded spatial temperature data was sampled at a point directly above the crystal
into one-dimensional temperature vs. time profiles for each excitation frequency. For
each sample, the temperature profile exhibiting the maximum temperature increase
after two s was chosen for analysis. Some variation in peak thermal response frequency
was observed, an expected effect given the natural slight variations in size and shape
between transducers. Figure 5.4 presents the maximum temperature at the surface
after two s of electrical excitation for all of the samples. Note that the temperature




























Figure 5.4. Maximum increases in surface temperature after 2 s of
electrical excitation for all three sample sets. Note the extremely low
temperature responses noted for all of the blank samples, and the
bimodal distribution of response in the spherical set.
Each thermal response was fit (via a least-squares approach) to a one-dimensional
model for the transient temperature profile of a point source in a semi-infinite con-
ductive medium. From the work of Carslaw and Jaeger [76], a point source of heat
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generation rate q buried at a distance d from an insulated boundary will produce a










where Ts is the increase in surface temperature, k and α are the thermal conductivity
and diffusivity of the medium, respectively, erfc is the complimentary error function,
and t is the time elapsed from the initial heat generation. Due to the nature of
this analytical solution, and most notably its reliance on the complimentary error
function, one can expect there to be some uncertainty in the prediction of input
parameters. A broad range of input parameters may be used to produce very similar
temperature profiles, which in the presence of camera noise may cause systematic
estimation errors. To address this concern, the camera noise was quantified through
a reference recording of a constant temperature object. The noise levels measured
from this test were predicted to affect source strength estimates by approximately 2%.
In addition, the heating behavior is expected to occur at an isolated ‘hot spot’ at an
unknown location on the perimeter of the finite-sized crystal, and the heterogeneous
thermal properties of the surrounding crystal and binder would affect the relevance of
the simplified analytical solution. However, a finite element simulation of the effects
of a variety of heat sources (including simulated point sources at the top, bottom
and sides of the crystal as well as distributed sources) on the heat source strength
estimation was performed, and suggested a maximum error of approximately 10% of
the physical values. More detail on these simulations is presented in Appendix A.
The fit d parameters were all checked for relevance to the physical distances from
each crystal to the surface, and the fit q values were compared between samples as
an estimate of the susceptibility of each to this heating phenomenon.
5.4.3 Heating Results
The estimated rates of heat generation for the three sets of samples are presented
























Figure 5.5. Heat generation rates for all three sample sets, with a
50 mW threshold indicated. Note the high mean heat generation rate
exhibited by the recrystallized samples, the binary nature of heat
generation within the spherical set, and the very low levels of heat
generation from the five blank samples.
that the observed effects may be attributed to the included crystals. Between the
two remaining sets, the irregular crystals produced more heat on average than their
spherical counterparts. On closer inspection, the spherical crystals may be separated
into two distinct groups; one with very low heat generation, and one largely indis-
tinguishable from the irregular set. As only spherical crystals exhibit the very low
heating phenomenon, it is posited that below some irregularity threshold no signifi-
cant heat may be generated. However, it is noted that the very low rates of estimated
heat generation still outpace the blank samples. Therefore, it is proposed that some
form of weak viscoelastic heating takes place in all samples, with heat generated by
a hysteretic response in the elastic binder as it deforms near the crystal.
The non-normal distribution of the spherical set does not allow for a direct com-
parison of the mean values between sets. Due to this, the probability for a ‘go’
condition (>50 mW) was tested to define a statistically significant difference between
the irregular and spherical samples. The probability for significant heating was 100%
and 47.1% for the irregular and spherical samples, respectively, resulting in a p-value
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of less than 0.001 using the condition of a large sample test of proportions. Thus,
there exists a significant difference in the probability of significant heating between
the irregular and spherical samples. Due to this, the mechanism of heating in the ‘go’
samples is believed by the authors to be associated with the crystal morphology. This
effect may be caused by a frictional effect at a favorable crystal asperity, or due to
the same viscoelastic heating proposed in the ‘no go’ samples exacerbated by the sig-
nificant stress concentrations to be expected at these asperities. ‘Go’ samples within
the spherical set may contain rough features on a smaller scale than that measured
in the present work.



























Figure 5.6. Heat generation rates vs. circularity for all of the samples,
with a 50 mW threshold indicated. No significant trends are present.
That being said, there was little direct correlation between samples exhibiting
strong heating and those with comparatively high circularity as perhaps expected.
The heat generation of each set as a function of circularity is presented in Figure 5.6.
Statistical analysis on the relationship between heat generation and circularity within
samples estimated to heat at a rate greater than 50 mW resulted in a p-value of 0.863,
indicating virtually no dependence of the heating rates on the crystal morphology
of the samples. These results indicate that crystal morphology only influences the
probability for significant heating, but that once significant heating is observed there
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is no apparent relationship between heat generation and morphology. This may be
due to the previously-described uncertainty associated with two-dimensional image
analysis or to a heating mechanism caused by interactions on a smaller scale than
that which was evaluated.



























Figure 5.7. Heat generation rates vs. mean unrolled diameter for all
of the samples, with a 50 mW threshold indicated. Note the slight
negative corrolation with length scale for all of the samples above the
50 mW threshold.
The heat generation rates of both sets of crystal inclusions is compared with the
length scale, here approximated as the mean unrolled diameter, in Figure 5.7. For all
of the crystals estimated to generate heat at a rate above 50 mW there is no significant
dependence on length scale, with a p-value of 0.239. This result is of interest given
that a study conducted by Loginov [82] found that an increase in sensitivity due
to vibration was associated with larger crystals; however, that result was found in
multiple crystals in contact without binder and may not be applicable in these single-
crystal systems. Finally, the effect of perimeter on the heat generation rates of those
samples which were estimated to be above 50 mW yielded a p-value of 0.218 which
does not indicate a significant relationship.
The aforementioned results indicate that, while surface morphology affects the
probability of a crystal to develop significant heat in response to ultrasonic excitation,
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the rate of that heating does not correlate with any of the measured quantities. This
may suggest that hot spots develop at discrete favorable surface asperities and that an
increase in surface area or irregularity does not contribute to the heating rate of any
single hot spot. If numerous hot spots were to occur at the crystal/binder interface,
results should have indicated a relationship between surface area, crystal irregularity,
and heat generation.
In addition to the reported analysis, a higher susceptibility to significant heating
was confirmed through the use of an increased electrical input power level. Three
out of five recrystallized AP samples were led to energetic decomposition at an input
electrical power level of 10 W, which in the same study caused only one out of seven
unmodified AP crystals to decompose. This decomposition is induced through the
onset of a significant temperature excursion within the material, indicative of a very
strong local heating effect. For the work presented herein the input power level was
reduced to 6.3 W, which did not induce decomposition in any sample. Additional
work should examine the heating phenomena at higher input powers.
5.5 Conclusions
The thermal responses of embedded spherical and irregular AP crystals under
high-frequency mechanical excitation have been presented. The transient tempera-
ture profile of each crystal was fit to an analytical solution for a point heat source in a
semi-infinite medium in order to estimate the rate of heat generation. A statistically-
significant difference has been identified in the probability of significant heat gen-
eration between sets of distinct crystal morphology. Two mechanisms for heating
are proposed: a weak heating associated with viscoelastic heating of the surrounding
binder and a stronger, surface asperity-based effect. This stronger heating may be
the same viscoelastic heating exacerbated by stress concentrations or a secondary,
frictional effect. However, neither the effects of the irregularity, as expressed through
circularity, nor length scale or perimeter measurements presented significant trends
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compared with the heating rates of individual crystals. In light of these observations,
it is posited that a low number of ‘hot spots’ are formed around the perimeter of
each crystal due to discrete surface asperities, and that the severity of the irregularity
itself is not intrinsically important to the thermal response generated within. That
is to say, while a highly-irregular crystal has a greater probability of generating the
stronger type of heating, it does not offer a quantifiable increase in the rate of heat
generation itself. It is interesting to compare this observation with prior works in
shock and impact excitation, which suggest that in all cases more irregular crystals
lead to more sensitive materials. While the mechanisms of hot spot generation may
very well be quite different between the present work and these studies, the suscep-




In this dissertation, two broad areas of mechanical excitation were applied to
plastic-bonded composite energetic materials with the aim of eliciting a thermal re-
sponse for the purposes of detection and defeat. The final goal of these investigations
was to develop an initial understanding of the thermomechanics of such materials, in
particular the pathways through which a strong thermal response could be induced.
While significant work remains to be accomplished, this Chapter details the major
contributions of the presented work.
6.1 Contributions of the Work
6.1.1 Structural-Scale
At the structural-scale (Chapter 2) it was established that a simple viscoelastic
damping model could provide a good fit for the bulk material damping and energy
dissipation, with good agreement between frequency response estimates, mode shapes,
and thermal behavior. While significant portions of the work involved largely classical
vibrations and mechanics analysis, the novelty of the material tested (i.e. plastic-
bonded composites) gives this work its significance. In addition, some effects of solids
loading were observed, with increased thermal response observed for higher solids
loading (75%) composites.
6.1.2 Particle-Scale
Early work involving excitation at the particle-scale suggested the possibility of
heat generation in fully-loaded plastic-bonded composites (Chapter 3). This was
the first reported study of heat generation in plastic-bonded composite energetics in
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response to direct ultrasonic excitation. Further studies isolated the investigations to
a countable number of crystals to allow for more quantification of heat generation.
Chapter 4 presented an initial study of this type of sample, including the analytical
solution used to predict heat generation rates. This model was further analyzed in
Appendix A, and was predicted to have up to 10% error due to the assumptions
made. From this initial work it was determined that the energetic nature of the
crystals was not important to a particle-based heat generation effect (as revealed
by the high performance of the sugar crystals), and that ultrasonic excitation can
have dramatic effects including the decomposition of energetic crystals. This line
of study represents the only reported attempt to quantify heat generation rates in
response to ultrasonic excitation. A follow-up study investigated the effects of particle
morphology on the heat generation and was presented in Chapter 5. From this study,
it was determined that more irregular particles have a greater likelihood of generating
heat at an increased level but that the degree of the irregularity does not correlate
directly with the level of heat generated. That is to say, ‘rough’ crystals are more
likely to generate significant heating but ‘rougher’ crystals do not necessarily scale the
effect linearly as one may expect. From this result it was hypothesized that heat is
generated at a finite number of surface asperities, and that only a few such locations
are necessary to observe this heating effect. This work represents the first study of
particle morphology in the context of heat generation from ultrasonic excitation.
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7. FUTURE WORK
From the conclusions of the existing body of work, it is clear that ultrasonic exci-
tation shows the most immediate promise in generating a detectable thermal response
due to the comparatively high intensity of thermal excursion as well as the very short
excitation times required when compared to the structural-scale results. In a repre-
sentative trial, 60 min of 6 g resonant vibration was shown to illicit a temperature
response of approximately 2 ◦C in plastic-bonded energetic plates. In comparison,
certain single-crystal ultrasonic samples exhibited surface heating approaching 10 ◦C
in as little as 2 s and were led to chemical decomposition in as little as 10 s. However,
the coupled thermomechanical responses of plastic-bonded composites is of interest
for other reasons, including the possible accelerated aging of munitions due to ther-
mal cycling induced by vibration loads. Therefore, further work would be beneficial
at both scales, to isolate further details regarding the thermomechanics of plastic-
bonded composites in each distinct regime. Some suggestions on follow-on work are
presented below.
7.1 Structural-Scale
• Material Additives. The effects of additives (for example, Aluminum particles
typically added to increase specific impulse in HTPB/AP propellants) on the
structural-scale thermomechanics of PBX materials could pose an interesting
research endeavor from both mechanical damping and thermal transport per-
spectives. It would be of interest to document the material behaviors of more
realistic composites.
• Thermal Insulation. In many cases real energetic materials are held within an
airtight container, possibly compounding the effects of structural-scale heat-
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ing. The effects of thermal insulation and elevated initial temperatures on the
structural-scale thermomechanics could thus be of interest.
• Wavespeed Measurements. The measurement of wavespeed within binder ma-
terials could be of interest in the service of stand-off acoustic excitation of PBX
materials. While the experimental setup and data processing for this arm of
experimentation has been completed, it is important to catalog the material
properties of a variety of materials. Initial work on an experimental methodol-
ogy to assess wavespeeds within a common PBX binder material is presented
in Appendix B.
7.2 Particle-Scale
• Binder Adhesion. It is anticipated that variation in the strength of coupling
between binder and crystal will have a direct impact on the heat generation rate.
Preliminary results did not show a significant difference in the heat generation
rates of HMX and AP crystals embedded within HTPB with and without DHE
Dantocol binding agent, but further work is warranted.
• Binder Stiffness. Varying the mechanical stiffness of the binder material from
rubber-like to something much stiffer than the embedded crystals should have
a dramatic effect on the heat generated at the crystal-binder interface. Thus, a
broad study of the effects of binder stiffness variation could prove interesting.
• Material Additives. As in the structural-scale case, the effects of additives on
the ultrasonically-excited heating may also prove interesting.
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• High Solids Loading Zones. The effects of solids loading on the heating rates of
high solids loading composites should be investigated. To accomplish this, an
initial study was undertaken involving high solids loading zones or ‘particles-
of-particles.’ Appendix C presents these early results, including a possible link
between solids loading and susceptibility to chemical decomposition. In addi-
tion, the findings of prior works on particle morphology should be reassessed in
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A. ASSESSMENT OF POINT HEAT SOURCE MODELING ERRORS
As outlined in Chapter 4, the basis of the point heat source model stems from an
analytical solution for the transient temperature response to a point heat source in
an infinite domain from Carslaw and Jaegar [76]. It is, again:









where T is the local temperature, q is the constant heat generation rate of the point
source, k is the thermal conductivity of the medium, r is the distance away from the
point source, erfc is the complimentary error function, α is the thermal diffusivity of
the medium, and t is time. To simulate an insulated boundary, the method of images
is used to develop an analytical expression for the local surface temperature above an










where Ts is the local surface temperature directly above the point source and d is the
depth of the source beneath the surface.
This solution includes several key assumptions, including a perfect point heat
source as well as a semi-infinite, homogeneous media with unchanging thermal prop-
erties and perfectly-insulated top boundary. To provide estimates for heat source
strength and depth, a least-squares fitting approach was adapted, finding the combi-
nation of these two unknown parameters that best matched the temperature profiles
recorded experimentally. Initial applications of the model were highly successful,
with excellent agreement between the transient profiles and physically-relevant pre-
dictions for depth in all of the cases with significant heat generation (as presented
in Chapters 4 and 5). However, the robustness of the least-squares analytical model
fitting approach was questioned due to the presence of measurement noise. During
the course of this analysis, it became clear that a broad range of input parameters
can produce temperature vs. time profiles very similar to experimental data.
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A.1 Simulations of Thermal Measurement Noise
To assess the errors of this heating model, a finite element simulation of a 250
mW heat source at a depth of 1.4 mm was undertaken, generating 2 s of simulated
data. Figure A.1 presents a visualization of the R2 value across q and d values.
Figure A.1. R2 value for fit between a simulated system with q of
250 mW and d of 1.4 mm. The black line presents the best solution
across the q input space. Colored asterisks represent the best solution
at 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 mW.
As evident in the Figure there is a broad ‘spine’ (indicated here by the solid black
line) across the heat source strength parameter q for which which the R2 value has
consistently high values. Figure A.2 presents the predicted transient temperature
profiles for the five points marked in Figure A.1.
Clearly there exist multiple passable approximations to the ‘correct’ solution
across a broad swath of q values. However, when reviewed with more precision,
the situation is less dire. Figure A.3 presents the R2 value along the ‘spine’ indicated
by the black line in Figure A.1, suggesting a ‘best’ value can be easily found.
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Figure A.2. Model output for best solutions at q values of 100, 200,
300, 400 and 500 mW vs. the original simulation. Dotted black lines
indicate a ±0.5 ◦C boundary on the original simulation data. Note
that multiple solutions provide decent approximations to the input
data.
However, the broad area of input parameters which may cause an acceptable fit is
worrying in the presence of measurement noise, as slight variations will exist from the
‘correct’ measurement and can apparently cause significant differences in predicted
heat source parameters. To assess this error, the FLIR a325sc camera used to record
temperature profiles was used to record 5 s clips of an unexcited sample at five
different times throughout the day. The fluctuations measured were attributed solely
to measurement noise. A normal distribution was fit to the recorded noise, resulted
in a predicted mean of -0.0074 ◦C and standard deviation of 0.082 ◦C. A Monte Carlo
simulation was undertaken with 10,000 realizations of noise atop the simulated heat
source profile. The range of predicted values is presented as a histogram in Figure A.4
and graphically atop the R2 space in Figure A.5. From this analysis, the measurement
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Figure A.3. R2 − 1 value across the ‘spine’ in Figure A.1 (higher
values indicate better fit). Note the clear peak near 260 mW.
errors associated with the camera noise should be limited to approximately 2% of the
measurements.
A.2 Simulations of Various Heat Source Types
The fitting approach was also investigated with regards to the perfect point source
assumption. To test this, a COMSOL finite element model was created with a large
Sylgard media with insulated edges and an included AP ‘crystal,’ which was simulated
as a sphere with an 800 µm outer diameter embedded 1.4 mm below the surface.
For the purposes of the simulation, Sylgard was modeled as a homogeneous solid
with conductivity 0.232 W/m-K, specific heat capacity 1.623 kJ/kg-K and density
1.038 g/cm3 [92], and AP was modeled with conductivity 0.502 W/m-K, specific heat
capacity 1.134 kJ/kg-K and density 1.952 g/cm3 [93]. A variety of heat source types
were simulated, including a volumetric source across the entire crystal domain, a
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Figure A.4. Histogram of estimated heating parameters from 10,000
Monte Carlo realizations of the measured camera noise profile cor-
rupting a simulated system with q of 250 mW and d of 1.4 mm.
‘shell’ source along the inside edge of the crystal, and point sources at the top, side
and bottom of the crystal. In all of the cases the total input energy was the same, 0.25
W. Figures A.6 and A.7 present the predictions for strength and depth, respectively,
as a function of length of data in s. Figures A.8 and A.9 present the same data as
percent error from the simulated values.
From these Figures it is clear that additional time improves the accuracy of the
predictions, and that predicted depths seem to approach the real values more quickly
than strengths. The model also seems to systematically under estimate heat source
strengths. From this analysis a maximum error of approximately 10% of the physical
values is expected from variation in heat source position and distribution. In addition,
after this analysis was completed, steps were taken to increase the effective excitation
and sensing times for future countable inclusion experiments.
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Figure A.5. Visualization of the estimated heating parameters from
10,000 Monte Carlo realizations of the measured camera noise profile
corrupting a simulated system with q of 250 mW and d of 1.4 mm.
Realizations are highlighted in cyan, the uncorrupted with a black
square outline.
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Figure A.6. Plot of predicted heat source strength as a function of
time sample for a variety of heat source types.
Figure A.7. Plot of predicted heat source depth as a function of time
sample for a variety of heat source types.
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Figure A.8. Plot of predicted heat source strength, presented as a
percent error, as a function of time sample for a variety of heat source
types.
Figure A.9. Plot of predicted heat source depth, presented as a
percent error, as a function of time sample for a variety of heat source
types.
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B. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF BINDER MATERIAL
WAVESPEEDS THROUGH WAVENUMBER DECOMPOSITION
B.1 Introduction
Over the course of study, it was established that few measurements of the
wavespeeds of many common PBX binding materials exist. Furthermore, the pub-
lished measurements existed only in rudimentary, ‘pitch and catch’ form [89]. In the
service of providing improved material properties to future acoustic tests, a more
rigorous method of determining longitudinal and shear wavespeeds was desired. By
leveraging the wavenumber decomposition techniques applied to viscoelastic materi-
als [90] and pneumatic tires [91], the various wave types in a material may be identified
through application of a spatial Fourier transform to data recorded across a sample
of material. This technique will allow for a better understanding of the various wave
types propagating within a binder material and could provide valuable insight into
material properties, allowing for more-precisely tailored excitation signals.
B.2 Experimental Setup
To create a representative sample of binder material to examine, a 25 cm Sylgard
184 beam was cast and cured overnight. In this case, a 10:1 base:curative ratio
was utilized, the standard for this material. A Steiner & Martins SMD20T8R111
ultrasonic transducer was used to provide mechanical excitation, with a 24 mm long,
9 mm diameter quartz rod epoxied to it to serve as a rudimentary waveguide and
thermal insulator. The free end of the quartz rod was coated in uncured Sylgard 184
to act as an ultrasonic couplant, and was pressed firmly against the end of the beam.
Both the transducer and the beam were supported by a bed of foam. A Polytec MSA-
400 laser scanning Doppler vibrometer was used to measure the vibration response of
the top side of the beam, and a Newmark Systems NLE-200 high precision positioning
stage moved the sample underneath the stationary laser beam. For the purposes of
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increasing optical reflectivity, the beam was coated in a thin layer of silver paint.
The sample was excited with a 100 Hz - 600 kHz burst chirp signal generated by the
MSA-400 system. The surface velocity signal was captured by a National Instruments
PCI-6259 data acquisition system triggered by the start of the excitation sweep. A
mini-circuits LZY-22+ RF amplifier was used to amplify the excitation signal for the
transducer, allowing for an input power level of approximately 2 W. A schematic of the
experimental setup is presented in Figure B.1. For the purposes of data presented
here, 400 discrete spatial locations were measured with 50 time averages at each.
Locations were separated by 500 µm, providing for a 20 cm total measurement length.








Figure B.1. Schematic of the experimental setup. The MSA-400
scanning laser Doppler vibrometer measures velocity normal to the
top surface of the beam, which is excited by an ultrasonic transducer
through a directly-epoxied quartz rod. The positioning stage allows
for translation of the sample relative to the measurement laser.
B.3 Data Processing and Analysis
To better understand the processing technique as applied in this case, a sample
data case is presented from start to finish.
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B.3.1 Time Data
First, velocity vs. time data was recorded through the DAQ system. Five sam-
ple velocity vs. time average measurements in response to the burst chirp input are
presented in Figure B.2. These points are distributed evenly along the length of the
beam, allowing the Figure to present an overview of the evolution in the time profile
across space. Overlayed on this data is the window utilized, with cos2 transitions to
unity over a time range of interest.
Figure B.2. The average of 50 velocity vs. time measurements in re-
sponse to a burst chirp input at five locations spanning the full length
measured (location 1 is very near the transducer interface, and 5 is at
the end of the measurement zone). Note the differences in the veloc-
ity profile across the beam, suggesting variation in spectral content




The windowed, time-averaged velocity vs. time profiles were converted into ve-
locity vs. frequency spectra at each physical location through an fft algorithm. In
addition, due to issues in signal return (largely due to local variation in surface re-
flectivity), a special metric was used to reject points. Across a user-selected, highly-
oscillatory region of interest the spatial derivative of both the real and imaginary
components of velocity were calculated numerically. Within 10 particular frequency
bins across the region of interest, physical locations which held data exceeding three
standard deviations above the mean were deemed non-physical and were replaced with
data linearly-interpolated from the surrounding points. In all of the cases no more
than four physical points were rejected in this manner. Figure B.3 presents the real
and imaginary components across all physical locations at 139,800 Hz. Note the highly
oscillatory nature of the responses and the decay in amplitude as distance from the
transducer increases. The full data set is presented in Figure B.4. As evident in the
Figure there are distinct regions of strong response across the frequency space. Note
that modes appear to ‘cut on’ above 75 kHz, and that between 75 kHz and 150 kHz
the data appears to be dominated by a single mode, with a single harmonic apparent.
Above 150 kHz the data becomes much more complicated, with multiple harmonics
evident as the frequency increases. Strong horizontal lines represent frequencies at
which the transducer could provide strong input energy, and low-amplitude regions
may be due to transducer dynamic response, material behavior, or both. Below 75
kHz near-field effects are evident, with strong response near the transducer but no
wave propagation evident through the test sample. Narrow vertical lines represent
variation in signal return and are certainly non-physical. Variations within individual
frequency bins may be better represented by Figure B.5, which normalizes each by
the mean strength of the first 20 measurement locations.
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Figure B.3. Real and imaginary components of velocity across space
at 139.8 kHz. Note the overall decay in amplitude and the largely
harmonic behavior.
B.3.3 Wavenumber Transform
To proceed, a Hanning window and fft algorithm were applied across the spatial
dimension to transform it to the wavenumber vs. frequency domain. This data is pre-
sented as Figure B.6 and with the normalized spectra as Figure B.7. To understand
these plots, it is useful to note that the negative wavenumber content may be thought
of as waves traveling away from the transducer while the positive wavenumber content
represents waves reflecting from the far end of the beam and traveling back towards
the transducer. Individual waves appear as curved lines of high signal strength, and
generally feature a curved region at low wavenumbers and a straight section there-
after. Waves which exhibit curvature are typically thought of as dispersive waves,
changing in speed as they travel. From the Figures numerous different wave types are
evident, and as frequency increases the waves appear to asymptote to the primary
(outer) wavetype, as expected. This outer envelope represents the longitudinal wave
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Figure B.4. Absolute value of the velocity spectra depicted as a func-
tion of distance across the beam. The color axis represents velocity
strength in dB referenced to 1 m/s. Note the sharp cut-on of modes
near 75 kHz, the single frequency responses between 75 and 150 kHz,
and the more complicated responses at higher frequencies.
propagating within the material. The next wave upwards increases significantly in
strength when the transducer is applied from the side and is thus probably represen-
tative of a flexural or shear wave. Further waves on the interior of the longitudinal
wave envelope represent different types of waves, including other flexural and shear
waves as well as higher-order waves of all types. To further analyze these waves it
is recommended that a finite element model of the test beam be created, possibly
allowing for some insight into the types of modes to be expected.
B.4 Analysis
To identify the wavespeeds of each wave type, two common acoustics metrics may
be applied. On a wavenumber-frequency plot, the group speed is simply defined as
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Figure B.5. Absolute value of the velocity spectra depicted as a
function of distance across the beam, normalized at each frequency
by the response near the transducer (here taken as the mean of the
first 20 locations measured). The color axis represents normalized




, or the instantaneous slope of the profile itself. Secondly, the phase
speed is defined as cphase =
ω
k
, which can be visualized as the slope from the origin
to the profile. These speeds should asymptote to the wavespeed of the material as
wavenumber increases. To accomplish this analysis programmatically, frequency slices
above the near-field region were analyzed for peaks of at least 2.5 times the standard
deviation over the mean. For each slice, the peak with the lowest wavenumber was
determined as the center of the outer wave type at that particular frequency. A user
interface was implemented to allow for the removal of errant points caused by signal
noise or low relative magnitude of the longitudinal wave at a particular frequency.
Approximately 700 points along the outer line were identified and fit with a sixth
degree polynomial. In addition, a linear fit for all points above 200 m−1 was computed.
A sample fit case is presented atop the data of Figure B.6 in Figure B.8. From this
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Figure B.6. Absolute value of the velocity spectra depicted as a
function of wavenumber. The color axis represents velocity strength
in dB referenced to 1 m/s. Note the multiple clear waves propagating.
Figure we can see good agreement with both sides of the wavenumber spectrum, and a
nominal wavespeed of 1041.5 m/s. Note also the good agreement of the overall fit with
the linear envelope at wavenumber values above 200 m−1, and the slight deviation
near 500 m−1 number values due to the high-order polynomial used. The group
and phase speeds of the fit are presented as functions of wavenumber in Figure B.9.
Note that the group and phase speeds asymptotically approach each other as the
wavenumber increases, until the erroneous curvature in the group speed estimate due
to the high-order polynomial fitting.
B.5 Discussion of Possible Errors
Due to the highly-complex nature of the wavenumber/frequency plots and the pro-
cessing needed to create them, it is important to understand the sources of possible
error. Primarily, on the measurement end, there will be variations in the quality of
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Figure B.7. Absolute value of the velocity spectra depicted as a func-
tion of wavenumber, normalized at each frequency by the response
near the transducer (here taken as the mean of the first 20 locations
measured). The color axis represents normalized velocity in dB refer-
enced to 1.
the LDV measurements as the surface may not be uniformly coated with the reflective
paint due to variation or ‘speckles’ in the silver as it dries. As noted in Section B.3.2,
measurement locations which exhibit outlying data are rejected, but as evident by
the vertical slices in Figure B.4, some variation between measurements at different
locations is observed. Above a basic level of measurement quality, variations in sig-
nal strength should not significantly affect the fitting methods described previously.
Other effects include induction from other equipment at RF frequencies, which may
cause errant responses in the recorded data. More critically, uncertainty in the motion
of the positioning stage can cause deviations in the effective measurement locations.
The stage utilized has a listed accuracy of ±4.5 µm and a repeatability of 0.5 µm.
Both of these experimental uncertainties lead to errors in the wavenumber transform,
as the present fft application assumes equally-spaced data points. The systematic
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Figure B.8. Overlay of the polynomial fit (blue) and best linear
fit (black) on the velocity spectra vs. wavenumber plot (Figure B.6).
Note the agreement between the polynomial fit and the velocity data,
and the asymptotic approach of the polynomial fit to the linear fit at
higher wavenumber. The slope of the linear fit is denoted on the plot.
bias in the parking behavior of the stage, reflected by the accuracy metric quoted
from the manufacturer, would cause the wavenumber space may be uniformly skewed
from reality. Assuming that the stage is accurate to the quoted value over its full
length of travel (200 mm), it is estimated that the stage will deviate ±0.23% from the
motion requested. This would lead directly to an uncertainty of ±0.23% on the final
wavespeeds estimated. The effect of the repeatability of the motion has not yet been
fully characterized, but initial simulations suggest that random noise on the sampling
interval between points would not have a significant effect on the prediction until
error levels two orders of magnitude above the manufacturer specification. However,
both of these effects should be further quantified with independent measurement of
the stage’s motion. The minimum resolution of both the frequency and wavenumber
transforms should also be investigated in the context of the fitting. Finally, the de-
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Figure B.9. Group and phase speed estimates as a function of
wavenumber. Note that both speeds asymptote towards a single value
until the high-order polynomial fit begins to extrapolate.
termination of points for the fitting currently requires intervention and digression on
the part of the end user. This may cause some bias due to fitting with an improper
range (i.e. in the curved section at low wavenumbers) or an improper identification
of the outer wave. To assess the realistic variation between tests, a study should be
undertaken to repeatedly affix and interrogate the same physical beam. This would
allow for a more-realistic estimation of the experimental uncertainty.
B.6 Results and Conclusions
With the technique for visualizing wave types in beams finalized, four beams with
alternate stiffnesses were produced to examine the differences in wavespeeds due to
mechanical variation. Sylgard 184 beams with identical dimensions to the 10:1 beam
were crafted, with 3:1, 5:1, 19:1 and 30:1 base to curative ratios. In theory, a lower
ratio of base to curative should produce a stiffer beam, while a higher ratio should
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Table B.1. Estimated Longitudinal Group Speeds for Sylgard Beams
of Different Base:Curative Ratios.






have the opposite effect. However, all of the alternative formulation beams were
noticeably more mechanically compliant than the 10:1 beam. After testing, similar
wavenumber vs. frequency plots were generated for the new beams. Similar wave
types were evident, along with very slight variations in primary group speed. In this
case, a slightly amended fitting technique was used to allow for linear fits within a
region of interest (in this case between 200 and 500 m−1). Table B.1 presents linear
fit results for all beams, with very slight differences in apparent group speed between
them. The differences are consistent with the observation of mechanical compliance,
but are smaller then anticipated given the significant differences in apparent stiffness.
Further work on this topic will include the analysis of multiple common binder
materials and the effects of crystal inclusions on the wavespeeds observed within the
materials.
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C. THE EFFECTS OF SOLIDS LOADING ON THE THERMOMECHANICS OF
HIGH SOLIDS LOADING ZONES EMBEDDED IN NEAT BINDER
C.1 Introduction
While in Chapters 4 and 5 a plastic-bonded energetic material was simplified
to a single crystal to better study the crystal-binder interface, in fielded materials
crystal loading by mass can approach 95%. Therefore, interactions between adjacent
crystals may be highly important to any mechanical or thermal behavior exhibited.
To study this effect, a middle ground between the countable-inclusion mock samples
of Chapters 4 and 5 and more realistic, fieldable high solids loading samples was
created. Conceptually, a small zone with high solids loading is included in neat binder
to act as a ‘particle-of-particles.’ The heat generation behavior of these composite
inclusions was analyzed in the same manner as individual energetic crystals in prior
works, allowing for the quantification of the effects of solids loading or other factors
on the heat generation rates of these fully-loaded zones. It can be imagined that
as solids loading increases, crystal-crystal interactions will cause increasingly-severe
stress concentrations allowing for the generation of significant heat.
C.2 Experimental Setup
To develop the ‘particles-of-particles,’ 1 mm layers of high solids loading Sylgard
and AP composite were created at a variety of loadings. The AP crystals used were
sieved to be between 100 and 400 µm in size. In a pilot study, samples with 50 and
75% crystals by mass were created. A leather punch was then used to cut 1.5 by 1
mm cylinders from the initial layers. These cylinders were embedded in neat binder
in a similar fashion to prior works, and were excited with directly-epoxied Steiner
& Martins SMD10T2R111 piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers. A high-magnification
photograph of a sample 75% solids loading sample is presented in Figure C.1. Note
that a central zone of high solids loading is obvious, with significant interactions
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expected between neighboring particles. To provide electrical excitation to the ul-
trasonic transducers, the RF function generator and broadband RF amplifier from
prior works (see Chapters 4.2.2) were again utilized. The same FLIR a325sc infrared
camera was used for thermal imaging of the top surface. However, in this case the
samples were excited with 10 W of input electrical power for up to 14 s.
Figure C.1. Sample microscope image of a 75% crystal by mass
inclusion, at 140 times magnification.
In response to this excitation, several samples exhibited violent chemical decom-
position similar to that reported in Chapter 4. In this case, however, the reaction
was more dramatic due to the quantity of AP involved. Figure C.2 presents a still
thermographic image of one such event, with a clear gas plume evident from the side
of the sample. Due to the layered nature of the samples, the built-up pressure caused
by the chemical decomposition leads to a splitting of the Sylgard layers.
One out of four 50% samples was led to decomposition while three of four 75%
samples exhibited the same phenomena. This early result may indicate some bias in
thermal response towards higher solids loading. However, when reviewing the thermal
measurements of the top surface of each sample, no real significant differences can
be determined. In a follow-up study, five new samples of 50 and 75% particles-of-
particles were created and excited at a lower excitation amplitude (2 W). Figure C.3
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Figure C.2. Infrared thermography image of top surface of a 75%
loading sample during a decomposition event. Note the gas plume
ejecting from the bottom side of the sample.
presents temperature vs. time behavior for the new set of samples, including best-fit
analytical simulation results. Note the three outliers, including two extraordinary
75% results and one 50%. Figure C.4 presents the modelling output for all samples,
including heat source strength q and depth d. From the analysis, there is no apparent
heat strength differences between the majority of samples except for two 75% and
one 50% sample which all exhibited an increased level of heating. In addition, the
depth values were more highly variable than in prior Chapters, suggesting increased
variability possibly due to the larger overall size of the inclusions when compared to
a single crystal.
C.3 Conclusions
At this time it is difficult to definitively state if solids loading has had a significant
effect on the heat generation of fully-loaded zones in response to ultrasonic excitation.
While there appears to be a phenomenological association of high solids loading with
susceptibility to decomposition, more data is required to prove this in a statistical
way. In addition, lower-power trials have suggested higher levels of predicted heat
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Figure C.3. Surface temperature vs. time measurements for 10 differ-
ent samples, five each of 50 and 75% loading (represented by red and
blue lines, respectively). Each solid line represents experimental data,
and dashed lines represent the best-fit analytical model for each.
Figure C.4. Fitting results for all 10 samples, including heat source
strength q and depth d. Note the three outliers in strength, two 75%
and one 50%.
generation for the 75% samples due to the presence of two samples with increased
heat generation compared with only one for the 50% case. Again, however, more
work is required to prove the effect in a statistical way. Further work should assess
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the effects of very high solids loading (up to 90%, similar to that reported in fieldable
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